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Regular neighborhoods of polyhedra in manifolds have been discussed in many

papers, most notably, in the present context, in [W], [H-Z], [H] and [S]. We study

regular neighborhoods of X mod Y in Z where (Z, X, Y) is an arbitrary triad of

finite dimensional, locally compact polyhedra. When applied to manifolds our

theory generalizes previous results in that we make no compactness assumptions

and place no restrictions on the polyhedra X and Y to be considered. The paper is

organized as follows:

1. Definitions and notation

2. Simplicial preliminaries

3. The uniqueness theorem

4. The characterization of collared subpolyhedra

5. Cone-retracting and collaring regular neighborhoods

6. The stellar neighborhood theorem

7. Relationships between regular neighborhoods

8. Collapsibility and collapsible retractions

9. Regular neighborhoods via collapsibility.

V is defined to be a regular neighborhood of X mod Y in Z if there exists a full

triangulation (/, K, L; h) of (Z, X, Y) in which V underlies a relative first derived

neighborhood, V=hN(K-L, /'). Thus, on the one hand, a given regular neighbor-

hood can be presented in an explicit manner with a fixed triangulation. On the

other hand, regular neighborhoods are piecewise linear rather than simplicial

objects ("there exists a triangulation") and there are uncountably many regular

neighborhoods of X mod Y in Z implicit in the choice of triangulating complex and

triangulating homeomorphism. We develop the theory by first exploiting the seem-

ing concreteness (§§2-5) and then developing the implicit generality (§§6-9).

After presenting the basic simplicial data we turn immediately to the uniqueness

theorem (3.1). (Existence is automatic.) This asserts that, given two regular neigh-

borhoods of X mod Y in Z, there is an ambient piecewise linear isotopy taking one

onto the other and keeping X u Y fixed. The proof is quite direct and carries a great

deal of extra information. For example (3.4) if Z is an ^-manifold the isotopy can

be realized by a sequence of 2n "moves relative to X u F."
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The boundary of a regular neighborhood has a two-sided collar which "pinches

off" near Y (5.3 and 7.5). The material necessary to prove and to utilize this fact

is developed in §4. A subsidiary result of this section, irrelevant to the rest of the

paper, is the "join-cobordism theorem for polyhedra" (4.3).

The usefulness of a regular neighborhood theory depends on the extent to which

it solves the

Recognition Problem. To be able to recognize when a given polyhedron in Z is

a regular neighborhood, or is suitably homeomorphic to a regular neighborhood, of

X mod Y in Z.

For, once V and W are known to be homeomorphic to regular neighborhoods,

or to be regular neighborhoods, the uniqueness theorem can be invoked to conclude

that they are homeomorphic to each other, or to carry one onto the other by an

ambient isotopy.

The heart of this paper is the stellar neighborhood theorem (6.1). This says,

roughly, that any reasonable candidate for a regular neighborhood (or a regular

neighborhood homeomorph) is such if it can be triangulated as a relative stellar

neighborhood in its own right—not necessarily as a relative stellar neighborhood

in an ambient first derived triangulation, or even as a relative stellar neighborhood in

any ambient triangulation. This gives a recognition criterion which is much less

stringent than the definition. It makes the theory viable and allows us to answer in

§7 many of the practical questions which occur when one wishes to use regular

neighborhood theory.

It is useful to notice that, through §7, no mention of collapsing occurs. Thus even

when working in manifolds the recognition problem can often be most simply

resolved without a collapsing argument.

Finally we turn to collapsibility as a recognition criterion. When the ambient

space is a manifold this has been the usual criterion (indeed the definition) because

of the correspondence between simplicial collapsing and "shelling" in manifolds.

We give a solution to the recognition problem in terms of collapsible retractions

(9.1). The existence of a collapsible retraction—i.e. a p.l. retraction with compact,

collapsible point inverses—is equivalent (§8) to the existence of a collapse, but it

seems to be a more natural notion in the noncompact case. The retraction takes

place "all at once" and one does not have to worry about the order in which things

collapse.

This paper assumes Whitehead's results .(in (9.2)). Otherwise it is formally

independent of and takes a different viewpoint than other developments. However

we were strongly motivated by the Hudson-Zeeman paper and by Zeeman's

elegant proof [Z] of the uniqueness of compact, absolute first derived neighbor-

hoods.

1. Definitions and notation.

Simplicial conventions. Small Greek letters represent (closed) simplexes. We

write a<J if a is a simplex of the complex J, and a<(J—K) if a is a simplex of
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/ but not of K. Lk (a, J) and St (a, /) = a Lk (a, J) denote the link and the star of a

in/.

By a complex we mean a locally finite simplicial complex in some Euclidean space

R". The letters /, K, L always represent complexes. The assertion K<J means that

A is a subcomplex of /, and the assertion K<\ J means that K is a full subcomplex

of / (i.e. a n A is a simplex for each a </). We write A=/ to indicate that AT and /

are simplicially isomorphic. |A| denotes the space underlying A.

If Sis a set (which may or may not be contained in |/|) then we denote

N(S, /) = {a < J [ a is the face of a simplex of / which meets S},

C(S,J) = {a < J I an S = 0},

yV(S, /) = 7Y(5, 7) n C(5, /).

We often write N(K—L, /*) instead of N(\K\ - \L\, /*), when A-, L</ and /* is a

partition of /. In general, we will be quick to write A instead of \K\ and K—L

instead of | A[ — \L\, if no confusion can occur.

Two Simplexes a = a' and t=t/ are joinable if their vertices span an (i+j+l)-

simplex, or. Two complexes K and / in R" are joinable if a and r are joinable for

each a<A", t<J and if (ar) n (o1t1) = (ct n o^t n for each a, ax<K and

t, tj</. The empty simplex 0 belongs to every complex and 0a = a for every

simplex a. The join of two joinable complexes is denoted by KJ— or for emphasis

by K * /—and is given by

KJ = K * J = {or I a < K, t < /}.

Although KJ is not locally finite in general, we will only deal with locally finite

subcomplexes of KJ. If/: Kx —> K2 and g: Jx -> /2, where Aj is joinable with /, then

(J'* g): KXJX -> A"2/2 is defined by the condition that

(f*gKtx+Q-t)y) = tf(x)+(i-t)g(y)

for each x 6 KX and y e Jt.

If a</ then /' denotes a first derived of / and b{a) denotes the distinguished

interior point of a. (It is often important not to choose b(a) as the actual barycenter.)

If we write A=b(a-0)- ■ -b{aq)<J' it is understood that a0<a1< ■ ■ ■ <aq. If a<J

then the dual to a in J, D(a, J), and its subcomplex D(a, J) are defined by

D(a, J) = {b(a0)- ■ b{aq) \ a < a0 < ■ ■ ■ < aq < /} < /'

and

D{a, J) = {b(<j0) ■ ■ ■ b(cq) I a % a0 < • ■ • < cq < /} < /'.

We shall repeatedly use the fact that D{o, /)^Lk (a,/)' under the isomorphism

taking o(aa0)/3(aa1) • • -b(aaq) onto bia^bfa) ■ ■ b(aq). More generally, iff:J-^-K

is a simplicial mapping, if/:/'->K' is also simplicial, and if a< Athen

Z)(a,/) ^f-'Dio, A)

= {*(t0)- • b{rq) j a < /(r0), r0 < • ■ • < t3 < /} < /'.

Z)(a,/) is defined correspondingly. These duals are studied in detail in §5 of [C].
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Polyhedral conventions. A triangulation of a topological space T is a pair (7, h)

where 7 is a simplicial complex and h: /-> T is a homeomorphism. A polyhedron

consists of a space A'and a maximal family of piecewise-linearly related triangula-

tions of X. When speaking of a triangulation of a polyhedron we always mean a

triangulation in the given family. If Z and X are polyhedra, with A" contained in Z,

then X is a subpolyhedron of Z (X<Z) if there is a triangulation (J, h) of Z and a

subcomplex K of 7 such that (K, h\K) is a triangulation of A. In this case we say that

(7, A) is an extension of (/(, h\K). More generally, if X<Z, Y<Z, and {Z} is a

family of subpolyhedra of Z then (7, {7}, K, L; h) is a triangulation of (Z, {Z}, A', F)

if the 7, A and L are subcomplexes of 7 such that Ä(/,)=Z„ h(K) = X and h(L) = Y.

If, further, K and L are full in 7 then this is called a /«// triangulation of

(z, {za, x, f).
All mappings and manifolds considered are piecewise linear. We write X~ Y to

indicate that X and Y are piecewise linearly homeomorphic.

Bdyz X and Intz X denote the topological boundary and interior of X in Z. The

notation 8 A is reserved (unless otherwise stipulated) for the boundary of a manifold.

The closure of a set S is denoted by Cl (S) or by S. Finally, if X, Y<Z we denote

Cl (X— Y) = XR;     Cl(X-Y)n Y = YB.

(The "R" stands for "relativized." Hudson-Zeeman denoted these sets by X$ and

Fi,.) This notation will only be used with X's and F's, so no confusion should occur.

Regular neighborhoods. If X, Y, V<Z then V is a regular neighborhood of

X mod Y in Z if there exists a full triangulation (7, K,L;h) of (Z, X, Y) and a first

derived 7' such that V=hN(K—L, J'). More generally, (F, {F}) is a regular

neighborhood of A mod Fin (Z, {Zf}) if there is a full triangulation (7, {7}, K,L;h)

of (Z, {Z}, A, Y) such that V=hN(K-L, J') and Vt = hN(K-L, /,')=

hN(Kr\J(-Lr\J„j;).

Notice that, if g: Z->Z is a homeomorphism fixed on lu f, and if F is a

regular neighborhood of X mod F in Z via the triangulation (7, A", L ; h), as above,

then g{V) is a regular neighborhood of Xmod F in Z via the triangulation

(7, .Ay, L; gA). Thus, though most authors suppress the triangulating homeomor-

phism, it will often be essential that we keep track of it.

2. Simplicial preliminaries. In this section we present the basic simplicial data

which will be used throughout the paper.

Lemma 2.1. If K<\J and Q<J then K n Q<\ Q.

Lemma 2.2. IfL<\K<\J then every simplex a<N(K, 7) is uniquely expressible as

a = aßy where a<L, ß<C(L, K) and y<N(K,J). Moreover if a is a principal

simplex of N(K, 7) then (aß)^ 0.

Relative stellar neighborhoods. If K, L<J we denote

KR = N(K—L, K);      LR = L n KR.
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This notation will only be used for complexes denoted by K's and L's so no con-

fusion should arise. Since our complexes have the weak topology this notation is

connected with the corresponding notation for polyhedra by

Lemma 2.3. If X=\K\ and Y=\L\ then XR=\KR\ and YR=\LR\.

Corollary 2.4. If K,L<J and is a partition of J inducing partitions K*, l+

then (K*)R = (KR)* and (L*)R = (LR)*.

Lemma 2.5. If K, L<J and    is a partition of J then

N(K-L,J*) = U {N(K-L, oJ\a <J,an (K-L) * 0}.

Lemma 2.6. If K, L<J0<\J then N(K-L,J0) = N(K-L,J)nJ0.

Proof. If a is a principal simplex of N(K—L, J0) then a is a simplex of JQ meeting

K-L. So a<N{K-L,J) nj0. If on the other hand a<N(K-L,J)nJ0 then

<j<J0 and there exists a simplex t such that o<t<J and t n (K—L)^ 0. Then,

since JQ is full, r n J0 = t0 is a simplex which clearly contains a u (t n K). Thus t0

is a simplex of 70 such that a< t0 and t0 n (K-L)^ 0. Hence <j<N(K—L,J0),

q.e.d.

Corollary 2.7. If L<J and K<\J then KR = Kr\ N(K—L,J).

Proof. KnL<K<lJ. Therefore, by (2.6),

K n N(K-(L n A), /) = N(K-(L n A), A") = N{K—L, K) = KR.

Corollary 2.8. If K,L<\J then

(1) LB<3A„</V(A-L,./),

(2) N(K-L,J) = N(KR-LR,J) = N(KR, N{K-L,J)).

Proof. L<17 and Lfl=L n AÄ. Also A"<1/ and KR = Kn N{K—L, J). Therefore

(1) follows from (2.1). Assertion (2) is immediate, q.e.d.

We come now to the basic fact about relative stellar neighborhoods.

Proposition 2.9. If K,L<\J then every simplex a of N(K—L,J) is uniquely

expressible as a = aßy where a < LR, ß < C(LR, KR) = C(L, K) and

y < N(KR,N{K-L,J)).

Further, if a is principal then ß # 0.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (2.8) and (2.2), except for the last

assertion. But from (2.2) we see that if a is principal then (aß)^ 0. Since no

principal simplex of KR lies in LR this implies that ß¥= 0, q.e.d.

Convention. If K, L<\J then the assertion that aßy<N(K—L,J) carries with it

the fact that a<LR, ß<C(LR, KR) and y < N(KR, N{K-L,J)).

Proposition 2.9 allows us to make the following

Definition. Leta = (0,0),/30 = (l,0)ando1 = (l, 1) e R2. LetA = ab0bv If AandL

are full subcomplexes of J then the natural parameterization of N{K—L,J) is the
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unique simplicial mapping -q\N(K-L, J) -> A such that iq(a) = a, y](ß) = b0 and

■n(y) = b1, for every simplex aßy<N(K—L,J).

Relative first derived neighborhoods. It is clear that \N(K—L, J')\ < \N(K—L, J)\.

This, (2.5) and (2.9) yield

Lemma 2.10. If K,L<\J then the Simplexes of N(K—L,J') are precisely those

Simplexes of J' of the form

A = b(a^0y0)b(a^lYl) ■ ■ ■ b{ctqßqyq)

where aß^^NiK-^J) and, for each i, yf = 0 or ß^ 0 + Yi. The Simplexes of

N(K-L, J') are precisely those of N(K-L, J') such that ßt= 0 =y{ or ß^ 0 ^yit

for each i.

Corollary 2.11. If K,L<\J then N(K-L,J') and N(K-L,J') are full in J'.

Also, N(K—L, J') n L'=L'R.

Lemma 2.12. IfK,L<\Jthen

\N(K-L,J')\ = (Bdyul \N(K-L,J')\)u\L'B\.

Lemma 2.13. If K, L<\J and J0<J then

N(K-L,J'o) = Cl [N(K-L,J')nJ'0-L'].

Lemmas (2.12) and (2.13) follow from (2.10) and standard arguments about

closures of sets in simplicial complexes.

Lemma 2.14. Suppose that f: Jr -+J2 is a simplicial mapping and that f:J\^J'2

is also simplicial. If K and L are full subcomplexes of J2 and f~1(LR) = (f~1L)R then

(1) /" 1N(K—L, J'2) = N{f-*K-f- 1L, J[),

(2) f-iN(K-L,J'2) = N(f-iK-f-iL,J[).

Proof. Suppose that A = b(a0) ■ ■ ■ b(aQ) < f~ ^(K-L, J'2). Then f(A) = bifa0) • • •

b(faq) is the face of a simplex of J'2 which meets K' —L'. Since L'R <\ K'R this simplex

has a vertex biß.) in K' — L'. Therefore b(ß)f(A)<J'2 and there is an integer i such

that/(<r0)< • • • </(<7i)</x</X<tj + 1)< • ■ • </(<7q)- If i<q there is a simplex ß such

that o,i</z<cri + 1 End — /-<•. Then b(ji)A C\ (y —f 1Z,)t^ 0 and we see that

A </V(/"1A:-/-1L,y;). If on the other hand i=q (i.e. f(aQ) < y) then f(pq) < KR.

Hence

*q < f~\C\ (K-L)) = f-\(K-L) u LR)

= if-'K-f-'L)yjf-\LR)

= (f-'K-f-'L) u (f-^Dn, by hypothesis

= if-1*)*

so that, A < a'q < N(f- 1K-f- lL, J'x).

This proves that f-1N(K-L,J'2)<N(f-1K-f-1L,J[). The opposite inclusion

is immediate. This proves (1). Assertion (2) follows from (1) and the fact that

An(f~ lK-f~ 1L) = 0 if and only iff (a) n (K—L) = 0, q.e.d.
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Lemma 2.15. Suppose that L<K<J and that p: J'-> K is a simplicial retraction

with p~1L=L. Then, if p: J' -> K' is also simplicial, and if A is a simplex of L'
(1) p-lN{L', K') = N(L',J'),

(2) p-^Lk(A, K')=Lk(A,J').

The first assertion is a special case of (2.14). The second assertion is proved by

the same type of argument as was used in (2.14).

The basic example.

Lemma 2.16. If a = aßy is an n-simplex, ß + 0 /y, and if ct* is a partition of a

then

(a) N(aß — a, er'*) is a combinatorial n-ball. (Here ct'* = (ct*)'.)

(b) N(aß — a, ct'*) and N(aß — a, er*) are (« — \ )-baIls.

(c) BN (aß-a, o'*) = N(aß-a, ct'*) U N(aß-a, ct'*).

(d) N(aß-a, ö'*) = N(aß-a, ct*) O ct*.

Proof. Assertion (d) is a consequence of (2.6).

Assertions (a)-(c) do not depend on which first derived ct* of ct* we are discussing

(i.e., on which points are chosen as barycenters). Thus it will suffice to exhibit a

first derived in which \N(aß — a, ct*)| is a convex «-cell, \N(aß — a, ct*)| is a convex

(n — l)-cell in its boundary, and N(aß — a, ct'*) is the complement of N(aß — a, ct'*) in

8N(aß-a, ct'*).

Let 7): ct —> A be the natural parametrization of o = N(aß-a, er)'. Choose e>0

so small that, if v is a vertex of ct* not lying in («0)* and if r/(v) = (x1(v), x2(v)), then

e<x2(v). Let be = (l, e), let Is be the line segment abs and let We be the 2-simplex

ab0b£.

Suppose that t is a simplex of ct* which does not lie in (aß)*. We assert

(f): rj'1^ meets Int t if and only if t n (aß - a) =/= 0.

The proof is by analytic geometry and we leave it to the reader. This assertion

allows us to choose a first derived ct* of ct* such that if r is a simplex of ct* which

does not lie in (aß)* but which does meet (aß — a), then b(r) e rj ~ 1(IS). It now follows,

from the linearity of rj and the assertion (f) that ■n~lWe = \N(aß — a, ct'*)| and that

rj~1I£= \N(aß — a, ct'*)|. By part (d) of the theorem we know further that

\N(aß-a, ct*) I =(V-1WS) Oct.

Now, 7}~1WS is convex and has nonempty interior. Thus it is a combinatorial

«-ball, which proves (a). Notice that -n ~ lIs separates a. Also 17" l/t contains no open

sets in ct since -n is linear and Ie n rj(a) contains no open sets in rj(a). Therefore

ij-1/e is a convex («—l)-cell dividing a into two «-balls, one of which is ■n~1We.

Thus

dN(aß-a, ct'*) = N(aß-a, ct*) U N(aß-a, &'*).

This proves (c). Finally (b) is true because N(aß — a, ct*), as the complement of a

convex («- l)-cell in the boundary of a convex «-cell, is an («— l)-ball, q.e.d.
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3. The uniqueness theorem. If A, Y<Z and (J,K,L\h) is a triangulation of

(Z, X, Y) then hN(K—L,J") is a regular neighborhood of X mod Y in Z. Thus

regular neighborhoods always exist. In this section we prove the uniqueness

theorem:

Theorem 3.1. If V and W are regular neighborhoods of X mod Y in Z then there

is an ambient isotopy G.ZxI^ZxI such that

(a) G0=l,

(b) G\(Xu Y)xl=\,

(c) 0,(10= W.

Addendum 3.2. If U is a regular neighborhood of A" mod Y in Z such that

(U— T)c:(Intz V) n (Intz W) and if T is any subpolyhedron of Z such that

T n (V u HO < F then G may be chosen so that also G\(U u T) x 1= 1.

The proof of (3.1) is invariant on certain subpolyhedra so that it actually yields:

Addendum 3.3. If(V,{ V,}) and (W, {W,}) are regular neighborhoods of X mod Y

in (Z, {Zj}) then there is an ambient isotopy G: (Z, {Zj\) xI^>(Z, {Zj}) x I such that

(a) G0=l,

(b) G\(X*J Y)xl=l,

(c) G1(V)= W; GX(K,)= IV, for all/

Addendum 3.4. If Z—(Xv> Y) is an n-manifold then the homeomorphism Gi

can be realized as the composition of In moves relative to X u Y.

Here we have used the

Definition. If Z- P is an w-manifold and A is a homeomorphism of Z onto itself

then h is a move relative to P if there is a family of subpolyhedra {Qf} of Z such

that:

(1) The Qi are «-balls with pairwise disjoint interiors.

(2) There is a single triangulation of Z in which the Q" are all subcomplexes.

(3) (Ö? nP)<8Qf, for all i.

(4) A|(Z-UJntz ßf)uP=l.
(5) Ä(ß?)=ßr,fbralli.
(6) If any point of Q? n ß(Z—P) is moved under h then

0" n Cl (8(Z-P))= er1 is a face of 2," and (ß?-1 n P) < aß?"1.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let (/, K, L; h) and (J, K,L;h) be full triangulations of

(Z, A', Y) such that V=hN(K-L,J') and W=h~N(K-L,J'). Then H^hiJ-^J

is a piecewise linear homeomorphism, so there exist partitions 7* and 7* of J and J

such that h~1h: J*^>- J* is a simplicial isomorphism. Let and be first

barycentric subdivisions. We claim that it suffices to prove the following lemma.

Lemma. If K<\J, L<\J and     is a partition of J then there exists an ambient

piecewise linear isotopy H:JxI->JxI such that

0) #o=l.

(2) Ht\(Ku C(K-L,J))=\ (0£t£l).
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(3) Ht(a) = a for each simplex a < J (0 g / = 1).

(4) H1(\N(a n A"-ct n L, o-^)|)= \N(a nK-o-nL, ct')|, if a is a simplex of J

which does not lie in K but meets K—L.

Sufficiency of the lemma. (2), (4), and (2.5) imply that 7Y(|AuL=l and

H1N(K-L,J'*) = N(K-L,J'). Let H.JxI^JxI be the corresponding isotopy

of J given by the lemma. Then the desired isotopy G: ZxI^ZxI is defined as

the composition of the following homeomorphisms:

(/ix I)"1               H-1 (hxl)
(Z x /)-► (J x I)-► (J x /) —-► (Z x /)

(Äxl)"1     .           ft        _ (£xl)
->(JxI)->(JxI) —->(ZxI).

This proves the theorem modulo the lemma.

Proof of the lemma. If we can find a homeomorphism Hx satisfying (2)-(4) then

the condition (3), H1(o) = o for each a<J, implies, by Lemma 15 of [Z], that we can

find the desired isotopy. Hence our problem is to construct such an Hx.

Let S{ be the set (not a subcomplex) of Simplexes a' <J(j = 0 which do not lie in

K but which meet K-L. Thus 50= 0 and, if dim J=n, then J=Kkj C(K-L,J)

u Sn. Let Jt = Ku CiK-L, J) u St. Set f0= 1. Assume inductively that a homeo-

morphism ft:J-*-J has been defined such that/J|A~u C(K—L, J) = \,f(a) = a for

all <j<J and fN(a r\ K-a n L, a'*) = N(a n K-a r\ L, a') for all ores';. We

proceed to define f +1 as a composition gf for an appropriate homeomorphism g.

Suppose <7=cri + 1 e Si + 1. By (2.9), a=aßy where a<LR, ß<C(LR, KR) and

y<C(KB, J). By definition of Si + 1, neither ß nor y is empty. Notice that

(or n K) - (ct Pi L) = (ct O KR)-(a n LB) = ce/9-a.

Clearly &<J{ and/4(*)=*. By (2.16) and (2.5)

N(aß-a, ct*) O a'* = N(aß-a, cV'*)

= U {N(t n A"- t n L, t*) I t < cv, t n (K—L) ̂  0}

and a similar statement holds for JV*(a/3 — a, o-') n d-'. Thus, applying / to each

summand we have

f(N(aß — a, ct*) n ct*) = N(aß-a, ct') n ct'.

Therefore (2.16) N(aß — a, a') and fN(aß —a, o-'*) are (/ + l)-balls in ct meeting & in

the common /-ball N(aß — a, ct). Recalling that N(aß — a, ct*) has a convex realiza-

tion, it follows that (a,fN(aß-a, ct*)) and (ct, N(aß-a, ct')) are each homeomor-

phic to the cone on the pair (o-, N(aß — a, ct')). Therefore there is a homeomorphism

ga\ ct —>■ ct such that   |ö- = 1 and g„fiN(a n A"—ct n L, a'*) = N(a n A"-ct n L, ct').

Notice that N(b(o),J') = b{o)ö'b(o,J) where |o(ct)ct'| = [ct|. We define g: |/| -> |J|

by the conditions

(i) g\N(b(a),J')=ga *        if a e(St+1-St),

(ii) g(x) = x if x £ N(b(cr), J') for any ct e S( + j - St.
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Then, if a e (S,i + l -SO, g\N(b(cr),J') = (ga\ö') * W.„=l. Also,

and if a# t then N(b(a), J') n N(b(r), J') = N(b(a), J') n A/(Z>(t), /')• Therefore g is

a well-defined homeomorphism of J onto itself, supported by

and fixed on /,. Finally notice that g(r) = t for all t<J. For if g(x)^x then

x e N(b((j),J') for some oe(Sl+1 — St). The carrier of a- in J' is of the form AB

where A = b{a0)- ■ b(<jq)< D(a,J) and 6(cr)<2f<£(o-)<7'. If A=0 then xelnta

and g(x) e Int a. If A # 0 then x e Int a, and g(x) e /^(a)ä' is also in oq since its

barycentric coordinate relative to b(aq) is unchanged. Hence g does not change the

carrier of any point in J.

If we define fi + 1=gfi and proceed inductively then the homeomorphism fn = Hl

satisfies conditions (2)-(4), q.e.d.

Proof of Addendum 3.2. We shall show (7.1 and 7.3) that under the hypothesis

of (3.2) V and W are both regular neighborhoods of U mod (fur) in Z. Apply

Proof of Addendum 3.3. Condition (3) of the lemma used in the proof—namely

that Ht(a) = a for all o<J, 0<^t=l—implies that for any subcomplex Jt<J,

Ht(Ji)=Ji and H1N(K-L,J'i.) = N{K-L,J'i). Thus the proof of the uniqueness

theorem naturally carries within it the proof of Addendum (3.3).

Proof of Addendum 3.4. The homeomorphisms g{ + x =ft + j/f1 constructed in the

proof of (3.1) have the properties

(0 gn- ■ -g2gx = Hi,

(2) gi + 1Ar(6(a), /') = N(b(o), J') for each a e 5, +! - 5„

(3) g(+1 |C/- U {Int,,, N(b(a), J')\aeSi+1-St})=h
Ifae (Si + 1-Si) then o<(K u L). So if J—(K u L) is an n-manifold, it follows that

b(a, J) is a ball or a sphere, depending on whether or not <r<Cl [8(J—(K u L))]

=/„. Then Qn(a) = N(b(a), J') = b(a)&'D(a, J) is an «-ball meeting (K u L) only in

its boundary. If any point of Qn(a) nj0 is moved by + 1 then ct<70 and ön(<i)n/0 =

N(b(v), J'q) is an («— l)-ball. One checks easily now that each gi + 1 is a move. Thus

//j is a composition of n moves, ff, is a composition of « moves and Gx is a com-

position of 2n moves.

4. The characterization of collared subpolyhedra.

Definition. If X<Z then we say that X is collared in Z (X is bicollared in Z) if

there is a polyhedral neighborhood Fof Xin Zand a homeomorphism h: Xx [0,1]

V(h: Xx[-1, 1]-»- V) such that h(x, 0)=x for all xe X. We say that A is

locally collared in Z (X is locally bicollared in Z) if, for each x e X there is a poly-

hedral neighborhood V of x in Z such that Kn Jis collared (bicollared) in F.

In this section we characterize (4.2) the collaring of X— Y'mZ— Y when X, Y<Z.

This result will be used in §5 and §6.

i +

(3.1).
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Lemma 4.1. Assume that /x and J2 are complexes (in some Euclidean space) and

a<L<(J1 n J2). If there is a homeomorphism h:J1~^J2 such that h\L = 1 then there

is a homeomorphism g: Lk (a, Jx)    Lk (ct, J2) such that g|Lk (a, L)= 1.

Proof. Suppose that a = v is a vertex of L. Let Jx. and J2, be partitions of J1 and

J2 such that A: ./j*->./2. is a simplicial isomorphism. Then there are homeomor-

phisms g,: Lk (t>, Jt,) -> Lk (u, /(), (/=1,2) defined by pseudo-radial projection

(e.g., see Lemma 8 of [Z]) such that

(1) if t><c</t theng,(|Lk(p, a+)\) = \Lk(v, «)|,

(2) gi|Lk (d, L*)=g2\Lk (v, L*).

So g = g2hgx1: Lk (t>, /x) -> Lk (v, J2) is a homeomorphism with g|Lk (v, L)=\.

Suppose that n>0 and the lemma is true for all Simplexes of dimension less than

n. Let a = an = vt<L. Let Jj = Lk (r,J) and L = Lk (r,L). By induction hypothesis

there is a homeomorphism g: 7X ~> J2 such that g\L = 1. Now v is a vertex of L, so

by the case n = 0, there is a homeomorphism g: Lk (v, 7X) -> Lk (v, J2) such that

g|Lk (v, L)=\. Since Lk (d, Lk (t, 7')) = Lk (pt, 7), this completes the proof.

Proposition 4.2. If X and Y are subpolyhedra of Z, the following statements

are equivalent.

(A) X — Y is collared in Z-Y.

(B) X— Y is locally collared in Z.

(C) If (J, K,L;h) is any triangulation of (Z, X, Y) and if a is any simplex of

K—L then there is a homeomorphism g: Lk (a, J) -> v Lk (ct, K) such that

gjLk (ct, K) = \.

(D) If (J, K,L;h) is a full triangulation of (Z, X, Y) then there is a homeomor-

phism

g: C(L', N(K—L, J')) -> C(L', K') x /

such that

(D.l) g(x) = (x, 0)for all x e C(L', K'),

(D.2) gD(a, J) = D(a, K) x I for all <j<K—L,

(D.3) g(CG) = D(o, A")xl, for all a<K-L where Ca = N(D(a, K), D(a, J))

= C(D(c, K), D(c,J))(%

Proof. (A) => (B). This is obvious.

(B) => (C). Assume first that a = x is a vertex of K—L. If K* is any partition of K

then St (x, K*) xI—P can be triangulated as

(x, 0) * [(Lk (x, K*) x /) u (St (.v,      x 1)].

Identify K* — K* xO. Obviously there is a homeomorphism

g: (Lk (x, P), Lk (x, Kj) -> (/j Lk (x, ̂ ), Lk (x, A,))

(2) Using (7.5) one can further prove that N(K-L, J') is (p.l.) homeomorphic to a regular

neighborhood of XR x 0 mod YK x 0 in Ar x / and is topologically equivalent to (Xb x I)/[(y, 0)

=(y, 0 if y £ FB and r e /].
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such that g|Lk (x, K#) = 1. Since K—L is locally collared in / at x and since the

pair (Lk (x, J), Lk (x, A))~(Lk (x, /*), Lk (x, A*)) for any partition (/*, A'*) of

(J, A) it follows easily that there is a homeomorphism g: Lk (x, J) -> v Lk (x, K)

such that g|Lk (x, K)=\.

If a is an arbitrary simplex of K—L we star J at b(a) and apply the above result to

b(o). Thus there is a homeomorphism g: & Lk (a, J) -> v& Lk (er, A") such that

g|<r Lk (<r, K)=l. We extend this homeomorphism conewise to a homeomorphism

gx: a Lk (a, J) = vo Lk (<r, A) such that g^\a Lk (a, A) = 1. Finally we apply (4.1)

and get the desired homeomorphism g2: Lk (a, J) -> t' Lk (<j, A").

(C) => (D). We define the homeomorphism g inductively. Let

A = U {£>K-i,./) I CTn-f <       < r,

AT, = U {D(on-\ A) I an-j < K-L) < A',

where « is the dimension of K—L. Notice (see (2.10)) that Jn = C(L', N(K—L, J'))

and Kn = C(L', K'). Suppose that a homeomorphism gt _ r: Jt _ t -> A"j _ t x / has been

constructed to satisfy (D.1)-(D.3) for all Simplexes of dimension greater than

(n-i). Let a = an~i < K—L. Notice that

D(o, J) ny,.! = (j {/J»(r, J) I a $ r < tf-L} = /V(£>(a, A), Z)(<7, J)),

D(o, A) = (j        A") I a $ t < A-/_}

and

N(D(a, A), Z)(a, 7)) = U {C, I a $ r < AT-L}.

Hence, using (D.1)-(D.3), we have

ft-i(%/)"^-i) = D(o,K)xI,      g^^D^K) = 1

and

gi-^iHp, K), D(a, J)) = Z>(<t, A) x 1.

We first extend over C„. The natural isomorphism of (D(o, J), D(a, A)) onto

(Lk (a, J)', Lk (a, A)') takes N(D(a, K), D(a, J)) onto the regular neighborhood

A/(Lk (a, A")', Lk (a, J)') of Lk (o-, A") in Lk (a, J). But by (C), Lk (a, 7) ~ t> Lk (a, K)

and we know that the complement of a regular neighborhood of T in vT is just a

smaller concentric cone. Thus C„ is piecewise linearly a cone on its subcomplex

N(D(g, A), Z>(<7, /)). On the other hand, D(a, A) x 1 =(b(o), 1) * (yj(CT, A) x 1).

Thus we may extend conewise over C„ and obtain a homeomorphism of

7j((r, 7) onto (D(ct, A) x /) u (Z)(o-, A") x 1). Finally we notice that D(a, J)

= b(o)b(a,J) and the cell complex D(a, A)x / can be triangulated as (b(o), 0) *

[(D(a, A) x /) u (D(<7, K) x 1)]. Thus we may extend gt. a conewise to all of D(a, J).

Doing this simultaneously for all u""' we construct a homeomorphism gt satisfying

(D.1)-(D.3). Finally we set g=gn.

(D) => (B). Suppose xeX—Y. Choose a full triangulation (J,K,L;h) of

(Z, X, Y) in which v=h~1(x) is a vertex. Then by (D), (D(v,J), D(v, K))~

(D(y, K) x /, D(v, A) x 0). Hence X is locally collared in Z at x = h(v).
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(D) => (A). Let Z = Z- Y, X= X- Y and Y= 0. Let (A)-(D) be the assertions

analogous to (A)-(D). Then (D) => (B) => (B) => (D). However (D) tells us that

C(L,N(K-L,J')) = N(K',j') is a collar of it. Thus X=X-Y is collared in

Z = Z- Y, q.e.d.

As a consequence of (4.2) we get the following "join-cobordism theorem for

polyhedra." This is a generalization of Theorem (10.3) of [C].

Corollary 4.3. Suppose that K and L are disjoint, nonempty subcomplexes of J,

that each of these complexes is locally collared in J and that every simplex in J is the

join of a simplex in K and a simplex in L. Then there is a homeomorphism h: (J, K, L)

-+(KxI,KxO,Kxl).

Proof. By (4.2D) there is a homeomorphism /: N(K',J')~> K' xl such that

f(K') = K' xO and fN(K',J') = K'x 1. Similarly there is a homeomorphism g of

N(L',J') onto L'xl such that g(L')=L'x] and gN(L', J') = U x 0. Define

h:J-> Kx [0, 2] by stipulating that h\N(K', 7')=/and h(g~\x, t)) = (hg~\x, 0))

+ (0, t), where K<R" and (0, /) e R"xl. This is a well-defined homeomorphism

because N(K', J') = N(L',J'), q.e.d.

5. Cone-retracting and collaring regular neighborhoods.

Theorem 5.1. If V is a regular neighborhood of X mod Y in Z then there is a

retraction p: V -> XB such that

(a) IfxeX—Y then p'\x) is a compact cone with x as cone point andp~1(x) n

Bdyz V as base.

(b) P-\YR)=YR.

Addendum 5.2. If X— Y is a proper locally unknotted n-manifold in the q-

manifold Z—Y then the projection may be chosen so that, for each x e X— Y, the

base of the cone p1^) is homeomorphic to 5""""1 xj?j where i=i(x) is an integer

depending on x.

Proof of (5.1). It suffices (see (2.8) and (2.12)) to prove that, if L<\K<U

= N(K-L,J), then there is a retraction p of N(K-L,J') onto A" such that

p~\x)-x if xeL and p_1{x) is a compact p.l. cone on p~1(x) n N(K—L,J')

otherwise.

Let N=N(K, J). We may assume without loss of generality that K<(Rn x0)and

vN<(0xRp) are complexes in Rn + p = Rnx R", where r = (0, 0) is thought of as the

origin in R". Consider the polyhedron Q< Rn + P given by

Q = U {« * 08 x ly) I «fr < J = N(K-L, J)}.

Here a * (j3 x vy) is the convex hull of the simplex a and the convex cell (jS x vy).

It is the union of all line segments from points of a to points of (/3 x vy). (Indeed if S

is a complex partitioning (ß x vy) then a and S are joinable.) If a = 0 then a*(j3x vy)
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= (ßxvy). Let q: RnxR"^ Rn be the natural projection. Let q=q\Q. Then, if

aßy<J,

q(a*(ßx vy)) = q{t(a, 0) + (1 - t)(b, c) \ (a, b, c, t) e (axßxvyx I)}

= {t(a, 0) + (l - t)(b, 0) I (a, b,t)e(axßx I)}

= a * ß.

Thus q is a retraction of Q onto K. Clearly q~YL=L. If x is a point of K—L with

carrier a0ß0, say x = ta + (l — t)b, then

f^x) = {t(a, 0) + (\-t)(b, c) I c £ py, «0|3oy < 7}

= f(a, 0) + (l -t)[b x v * (Lk (a0ß0, J) n TV)].

Therefore (#-1(X), <7_1(*) n U I" * (ßxv) I aßy<J})-(vP, P) where

P = Lk («oi80,7) n N(K, J).

Let us define a ce// complex to consist of a polyhedron P together with a covering

family of subpolyhedra—each a piecewise linear ball—such that the interiors of

these balls are pairwise disjoint, the family is closed under finite intersection, and

the boundary of each of these balls is the union of balls in the family. If two cell

complexes are isomorphic in the sense that there is an incidence preserving one-one

correspondence between the covering families then one can easily build a piecewise

linear homeomorphism between the underlying polyhedra which carries each cell

onto its corresponding cell.

Now Q is a cell complex with typical cells of the form a * (ß x vy) or a * (ß x y)

or aß, where aßy is an arbitrary simplex of N(K—L,J). Similarly (see (2.16))

N(K—L,J') is a cell-complex with typical cells of the form N(aß — a, (aßy)') or

N(aß — a, (aßy)') or (aß) where aßy<N(K—L,J). The obvious isomorphism

between these complexes induces a homeomorphism It: (N(K—L, J'), K) -> (Q, K)

which is the identity on K and takes (N(K—L, J')) onto

\J{a*(ßxy) I aßy < N(K—L, J)}.

Then p = h~1qh has the desired properties, q.e.d.

Proof of (5.2). Suppose that (/, K, L ; h) is a full triangulation of (Z, X, Y) with

V=hN(K-L, J'). Let x e (X- Y) and let aß be the carrier of h~1(x) in/. The proof

of (5.1) shows that the projection p: V-> XR, determined by this triangulation,

has the property that p_1(x) is the cone on P where

P ~ Lk (aß, N(K—L, J)) n N(KR, N(K—L, J)).

Assume now that we had chosen (/, K, L; h) = (J'0, K'0, L'Q;h) where (/0, K0, L0; h)

was already a full triangulation of (Z, X, Y). Thus aß = b(A0B0)- ■ b(ArBr) where

At < (L0)R, Bt < C(L0, K0) and Br+0. So

P ~ {b(ArBrD0)- ■ b(ArBrDq) \ Di < (Lk (ArBr,J0)-Lk (ArBT, K0))}

Z C(Lk (ArBr, K)', Lk (ArBr, J)').
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Since (Z— Y, X- Y) is a proper locally unknotted manifold pair, this is homeo-

morphic to the complement of the regular neighborhood of Bn~''1 in Bq~i~l, or of

Sn"",_1 in S*"y"\ where j is the dimension of ArBr, q.e.d.

Theorem 5.3. If V is a regular neighborhood of X mod Y in Z then (Bdyz V) — Y

is bicollared in Z-(X U Y).

Corollary 5.4. If (Z— Y) is an n-manifold and V is a regular neighborhood of

X mod Y in Z then (V—Y) and (Z — V)— Y are n-manifolds. The second conclusion

holds under the weaker assumption that Z — (X U Y) is an n-manifold.

Remark. When Z is a manifold there are certain important pairs of polyhedra

X, Y—e.g. the link-collapsible pairs studied in [H-Z]—for which V itself is a

manifold.

Proof of (5.3). Let (/, K,L;h) be a full triangulation of (Z, X, Y) such that

V=hN{K-L,J'). We shall use (4.2c) to show that N(K-L,J')-L is collared in

C{K-L,J')-L' and in N(K-L,J')-(K' UL'). This is sufficient by (2.12).

Let A be a simplex of N(K—L,J') — L'. Then A=b(a0)- ■ b{aq) where ai = aißiyl

<N(K—L,J). Moreover ßq=£ 0 ^yq, and ßx is empty if and only if yx- is empty.

Hence A=b(a0)- ■ -b(aT--i)b(p^)- ■ •Ä(«r«) where ßr^ 0 r^yr- Decomposing Lk (A,J')

into the blocks determined by its vertices we have

Lk (A, J') = Lk (O(oc0)- '   *(«r-l)o(CTr), °'r) * £>(ar, *r + l)" ' ' D{aq_u CT,) * D(aq, J)

= Lk (B, a'r) * S

where B=b(a0)- ■ ■ b(ar_^bia,) and S= D(ar, <rr + 1)- • • D(crq, J).

We assert that

(1) Lk (A, N(K-L,J'))=Uc (B, N(arßT-ar, a'r)) * S,

(2) Lk (A,N(K-L, ./')) = Lk (B, N(arßr-ar, a'r)) * 5,

(3) Lk (A, C(K-L, y')) = Lk (B, C(arßr-ar, a'r)) * S.

Let Nr = N(arßr — ar, a'r) and Cr = C(arßr — ar, o>). Consider the first assertion.

Every simplex in S lies in N(K—L, J') because, for each vertex b(al) = b(aißiyi) with

i>r,ßt^ 0 jty,. Also Nr<N{K—L,J'). Hence, the right-hand side of (1) is con-

tained in N(K-L, J') n Lk (A, J'). This intersection is equal to Lk (A, N{K-L, J'))

because N(K—L, J') is full in J'. Therefore the right-hand term is contained in the

left-hand term. On the other hand, a simplex in this intersection is of the form D1D2

where Dx < Lk (B, o>), D2<S and < [N(K—L, J ) o a'T] = Nr. Therefore D±

< Lk (B, a'r) n A^r = Lk (B, Nr). Thus DXD2 is a simplex of the right-hand side.

This proves (1). Assertions (2) and (3) are proved similarly.

We wish to show that Lk (A, N(K-L, J')) is piecewise linearly a cone on

Lk (A, NiK-L, /')). Using (1) and (2) it will suffice to show that Lk (B, Nr) is a

cone on Lk (B, Nr). Now Nr is a ball and Nr is a face of this ball by (2.16). Since the

vertex b(ar) of B lies in the interior of Nr we see that Lk (B, Nr) = Lk (B, dNr)

= dLk(B, Nr). Therefore Lk (B, Nr) is homeomorphic to v Lk (B, Nr) by a
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homeomorphism which is the identity on Lk (B, Nr). This completes the proof that

(Bdyz V) — Y is collared in V-(XU Y).

One proves similarly that (Bdyz V)— Y is collared in Cl ((Z — V))— Y, q.e.d.

Proof of (5.4). If, in the preceding proof, J—L is an w-manifold then D(oq, J)

^Lk (a„, /)' is a ball or a sphere, for each aq<J—L. Thus formulas (l)-(3) imply

that (N(K-L, J')-L') and (C(K-L, J')-L') are n-manifolds, q.e.d.

Example 5.5. One might hope that regular neighborhoods could be character-

ized by Theorems (5.1) and (5.3). This is not possible, as the following example

shows. (The matter is further discussed in §9.)

Let D3 = [ — 1, 1 ]3 < P3 and let A be a polygonal arc which consists of the straight

line from (- 1, 0, 0) to (J, 0, 0) plus a knotted arc from {\, 0, 0) to (J, 0, 0), con-

tained in [\, f]x[-i f]2, plus the straight line from (f, 0, 0) to (1,0,0). Let

Z=D3 u (A xI)<R\ X=(0, 0, 0)x/ and Y=0. Let Vt = ([-t, tfxl) nZ for

t=\, r=f. Then Bdyz Vt is bicollared and the projection map p: Vt-> X given by

p(x, y, z, w) = (0, 0, 0, w) yields point inverses which are either arcs or the 3-ball

([ — t, t]3x0). Obviously Vm is a regular neighborhood of XinZ. But V3li is not

such a regular neighborhood, since any homeomorphism of V3li onto K1/4 would

have to take the knotted ball pair ([ — f, f]3, A n [—£, f]3) onto the unknotted ball

pair ([-i, i]3, [-i, i]x0x0).

6. The stellar neighborhood theorem.

Definition. If P<A^<Z then a stellar triangulation of (Z, X, Y) is a full tri-

angulation (/, K,L;h) such that J=N(K-L, J).

The purpose of this section is to prove

Theorem 6.1 (The stellar neighborhood theorem). Suppose that X, Y, V<Z

where V is a topological neighborhood of X— Y and V n Y= YB. Then

(a) If there is a stellar triangulation (J,K,L;h) of (V, XR, YR) such that

h(N(K—L, J)—L) is locally collared in V then there are regular neighborhoods Uand

U0 of X mod Y in Z, contained in V, and there is an isotopy H of V into itself such

that H\(VxQ) u (f/0x/)=l and H1(V)=U.

(b) If (Bdyz V)—Y is locally bicollared in Z and if there is a stellar triangulation

(J, K,L;h) of (V, XB, YB) such that hN(K—L, J) = (Bdyz V) u YB then V is a

regular neighborhood of X mod Y in Z.

(c) If there is a full triangulation (J, K,L;h) of (Z, X, Y) such that hN(K—L, J)

= Vand N(K-L, J)-L is locally collared in N(K—L, J) and in C(K-L, J) then V

is a regular neighborhood of X mod Y in Z.

Remark 1. Surprisingly, it is not enough to assume in (c) that

S=(N(K~L, J)—L) is bicollared in/. This is illustrated when/= 0, K={a, b) and

J=acd u bed. The problem is that S may be bicollared and yet not be contained

in (Bdyz V)— Y. However, it is easy to show that if S is locally bicollared and

contained in (Bdyz V)—Y then S is locally collared in N(K—L,J) and in

C(K-L, J).
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Remark 2. The proof will be rather long because of technical difficulties

resulting when rV 0- However, the basic idea of the general proof is given when

Y= 0 by the following observation: If K<\J=N(K,J) and if N(K,J) is locally

collared in J then N(K, J)' is the union of a first derived neighborhood of K and a

collar.

We first prove two preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 6.2. Suppose that f: a -> t is a simplicial mapping. Let r' be the standard

barycentric subdivision of r. Let a' be the first derived of a determined by the con-

dition that b(a) is the centroid of the convex cell (f\<*)~1b(f(a)),for each a<a. Then

D(p, cr) is convex for each p<a.

Proof. If P = x0---xm then D(p, o) = (~) {D(xu a) \ O^i^m}. Therefore it

suffices to show that D(v, a) is convex for each vertex v.

Letr = u0- ■ -«„and \etf~1(ui) = vi0v[- ■ ■ vlnt=at. (We may assume that/is onto, so

/-1(Mi)# 0.) Set <j=v0 - ■ -vn where the f's are indexed so that

Let Xk(x) or Aj(x) be the barycentric coordinate of x e a with respect to vk or v)

respectively. Notice—or if desired take as definition—the fact that the centroid of

/" 1b{r) is given by

A similar formula holds for the barycenter of each face of a.

We prove that D(v0, a) is convex by exhibiting it as the intersection of a with a

family of half-spaces. Through each 1-simplex v0Vj of a we define a hyperplane H,

bisecting v0v}. This in turn determines the appropriate half-space Hf containing v0.

If 1 ̂ /'^(«o+ 1) then the defining equations are:

Hyperplane //, : A0 = A;.

Half-space Hf : A0 ̂ Ay.

(Note. H, is the plane generated by b{v0Vj) * Lk (v0v}, a).) If j>(n0+\) and

Vj = v*k then the appropriate equations are:

Hyperplane H,: X°0+ ■ ■ ■ + A°0 = A'0+ • • ■ +AJH.

Half-space Hf : Ag + • ■ ■ + X°0 Z A'0 + • • • + Ai,.

(Note. /Y; is the plane generated by [middle slice of <r0 * ax] * Lk (o-o0'» CT)-)

To show that \N(v0, a')\ is included in the convex set f \ (Hf n a) it suffices to

prove that each vertex of N(v0, a') is in this intersection. This is a straightforward

and tedious exercise in barycentric coordinates using the formula for centroids given

above. To demonstrate the reverse inclusion one considers a point x in

(a- \N(v0, <j')|). The carrier of x in a is a simplex of the form b(a0)- ■ -b(as) where

'} — V(n0+lH- ■■■ +(n,-1 + l)+j
= -1).

[centroid of/-^r)] = /3(a) = -L- J %;)
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i>0<Ka0 (and, as always, a0<ax< ■ ■ • <as). A calculation of barycentric coordinates

proves that there is an Ht such that x $ H?, q.e.d.

Lemma 6.3. Assume that A = ab0bi is the 2-simplex pictured below.

Figure 1

Let A' be the barycentric subdivision of A. Assume that 77: ipßA is a simplicial

mapping such that bi < t?(i/i) < abt and rj(ß) < b0. (ß may be empty.) Let (ipß)' be the

first derived of <fiß chosen so that b(a) is the centroid of (rj\a)~1b(r)(a)), for each

a < ipß. Let (<pß)* be the first derived of ipß chosen so that the barycenter of a, denoted

b*(a), is defined as follows: (see Figure 1)

(i) If rj(a) <ab0 u abi then b*(a) = b(a).

(ii) If a = pß0 where /><</>, 0 ^ß0<ß and bi<-n(p) then

b*(a) = r,-\c3b3)nb(p)b(pß0).

Let D( , ) and D*( , ) denote duals taken with respect to (tfiß)' and (#0*

respectively. Finally, let p be any simplex ofifi such that bi<-q(p). Then :

(1) \D*(p,m\=V-\Q)n\D(p,W)\,
(2) \C(D*(P, +), D*(P, 4>ß))\ =V~Kc3b3) n \D(P, m\.

Proof. For simplicity we denote

CO»; 4>, #?) = C(D(P, 0, D(P, #)) = C(D(P, <P), D(p, #)),

c*(P; <p, m = c(D*(P,  D*(P, m = c(b*(P, >p), b*(P, m\

The proof is by induction on the codimension of P in tfiß; i.e. on

n = (dim <(iß — dim p). The result is trivial when n = 0. We assume that n>0 and the

result is known for integers less than n.
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Step I. Let A = b{Po)- ■ b{Ps)b*{Ps + 1ßs + 1)- ■ b*{Ptßt) be a simplex of D*(P, #)

where P<Po< ■ ■ ■ < Pl<4>, and 0 ^=ßs + 1< ■ ■ ■ <ßt<ß. Recall that

b*{Plß,) = [v-KM] n [b(Pi)b(pM-

Thus rj takes each vertex of A into Q. Since Q is convex and rj is linear on ipß it

follows that r)(A)<= Q. Also it is clear that each vertex of A belongs to \D(P, >/jß)\.

The latter set is convex by (6.2) so A<=^rj~1(Q) n \D(P, ifiß)\. In case s= -1, i.e.

A<C*{P;^,<jiß), this argument shows that A<^y)~l{c3b3) n \D(P, i/iß)\. Hence

\D*(P,m\^V-\Q)^\D(P,m\ and C*{P; fflc, -\c3b3) n \D(P, #)|.
Step II. We claim that

(i) t)-\Q) n D(o, #) is an «-ball,

(ii) rl-\c3b3) n Z)(P, #) is an («- l)-ball,

(iii) Sfo-iß) n 7)(p, #)] = [(r)-1ß) n dD(P, m u [(ij-1^)) n Z)(p, #)],

(iv) öKt1^)) n D(P, m = (v-\c3b3)) n 8D(P, #).

To see this, notice that there is a first derived Q'0 of Q0 such that

Q = |A((cA)', Öo)|   and  c3b3 = |A>((cA)\ ßö)|-

If we take a first derived of D(P, i/iß) such that t)\D{p, ipß)': D(P, #)' -> Q'0 is

simplicial then it follows from (2.14) that

(v-'Q)n D{p, #) - N(D(P, ft', D(P, #?)'),

(jl-KeM) n ^(p, m = N{D{P, *)', Dip, #)')•

Then assertions (i)-(iv) are immediate consequences of the convexity of the sets in

(i) and (ii) and the basic facts about first derived neighborhoods in a manifold

(e.g. (3.4) of [C]).

Step III. Clearly D{P, <f>ß) is an «-ball. We prove that CiP; i/>, ipß) is an («- 1)-

ball and we calculate 8D{P, >pß) and 8C{P; tp, ifiß) explicitly. Analogous formulas

hold for D*ip, <Pß) and C*(p; </-, #). Let a = Lk (p, xp). Then

D{p, #) = {b{Pa0ß0)- ■  b{poctßq) \ai<a,ßi< ß)

BDip, m = Dip, m u Dip, dim by (5.6) of [C]

= {b(Pa0ß0)- ■ b{paqßq) I iß0 ± 0or«o/ 0) or (a, # a or ßq # ,8)}

= C(p; 0, 4>ß) u (U PC*, #) I p $ m <

u (u {^(p, m \ P        v (u {^(p,   i ft $ ß}).

Under the natural isomorphism between D{p,>pß) and Lk (p, ifiß)' = {aß)',

C(p; </s 0j8) goes onto A/(/S', (aß)'). This proves that C(p; ipß) is an («- l)-ball.

Using the fact that BN{ß', (aß)') = N{ß', {aß)') u N(ß', d{aß)') we can calculate

dN(ß', {aß)') just as we calculated 8D{P, ipß) above. Returning under the inverse

isomorphism this yields:

8C(P; 0, m = (U {C{p; >P, #) | p % p < 0})

u (U {C(p; f,fß)\p<f$ <P)) u (U {C(p; 0, #,) I ßq % ß}).
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Step IV. We prove that |C*(p; </<, <£j8)| = (r1~\c3b3)) n \D(P, #)|. We have

already shown (Step I) that one of these is included in the other and we know

(Steps II and III) that each is an (« — l)-ball. Thus it suffices to prove that

\dC*(P; «A, m\ = 8[v-\c3bs) n \D(p, m\l

But

8C*(P;   #) = (U {C*(/x; -A, m I p $ P- < -A}) u (U {C*(P; ft ftS) I />< <P$ -A})

u (U {C*(p; -A, #3) I ß9 £ ß}),  by Step III,

= v^cM n [U {DO*, #) I p $ H- < >P) u (U {00, m\p<$£ <!>})

u (U PO, -A&) I A, $ ]8}) u CO; ft mi

noting that (ti-1^^)) n CO; <A, {l'ß)=0, and using the induction hypothesis

= v ' \c3b3) n 8D(P, #)     by Step III

= 8[V ~ KcgAa) n 2)0», #)]   by (iv) of Step II.

This proves assertion (2) of our lemma.

Step V. To prove that \D*(P, #)|=^_1ß n \D(P, yß)\ we note that these are

each tt-balls and that one is included in the other. Thus it suffices to prove that their

boundaries coincide. The argument is similar to Step IV, q.e.d.

Proof of (6.1c). We shall be working with the simplicial complex /. To simplify

the notation we write V=N(K-L,J), V=N(K-L,J) and W=C(K-L,J). We

may assume (taking a barycentric subdivision of J modulo V if necessary) that V

and V are full in J.

Let A = aZ>0&4. (See Figure 1 and (6.3).) Let A' be the barycentric subdivision of A

and let A* be the first derived with vertices a, b0, £>4, c0, b3, c4, and c3. As usual

i) \ N(K—L,J)-+l\ is the natural parametrization. Let J' be a first derived of /

such that b(a) is the centroid of (ri\a)~1b(rj(a)), for each simplex a<N(K—L,J).

Define J* as the first derived of J which agrees with J' on C(K—L, J)vK and for

which b*(Pß) = r)-\c3b3)r\b(p)b(,pß) whenever P<(V-L), 0j=ß<C(L,K) and

pß<J. Notice that -q-.J' ->A' and -q-.J* ->A* are simplicial mappings. Simplicial

structures relating to J' are denoted as usual, while those relating to J* are denoted

by asterisks. If P<S<T<J then CO; S, T) = C(D(P, S), D(p, T)) and C*0; S, T)

= C(D*(p, S), D*(p, T)). The symbol p always denotes a variable nonempty

simplex of V—L. Finally, we set

jV = N(V-L, J'), = N(V-L, J'),

jVv = N(V-L, V), = N(V-L, V),

jV* = 7V(F-L, F*),    Jff = N(V-L, V*).

(See Figure 2.)
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Figure 2

Step I. We apply the theorem on collared subpolyhedra (4.2D) to the triples

(V, V, VnL) and (W,V,L). Thus there is a homeomorphism g: C(L', jV)

-> C(L', V') x [0, 3] such that, for each simplex p< V—L,

D{P, W)^D{P, V)x[2, 3],

D(P, V)^D{P, K)x[0, 2],

D(P, V)^D(p, V)x2,

C(P; V, W)~>D{P, K)x3,

C(P; V, V)^D(P, V)x0.

Claim, g can be chosen so as to further satisfy

C(L',J^V*)^C(L', V')x[\,2],

D*(P, V)^D{P, V)x[l,2],

C*(p; V, V)^D{9, V)x\.
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Lemma used to prove the claim:

(1) V~\Q)= C(L', JT*) and v - \c3b3) = C{L', J?).

(2) IfP< V-L then

V-\Q) n D(P, V) = D*(P, V) andr,-\c3b3) n D(P, V) = C*(p; V, V).

(3) //><./.< V-L, P< V-L, 9ß< V, andß<C(L, K), then

V-\Q) n D{p, W) = D*iP, m andv^ic3b3) n Dip, #) = C*(P; 0, #).

Proof of the lemma. By taking successive unions one proves easily that (3)

=> (2) => (1). But (3) is precisely the conclusion of (6.3).

Proof of the claim. tj| C(L', ^Vv) is a simplicial mapping into Q0. There is a first

derived Q'0 of Q0 such that

Q = \Nicibi-c2b2, Q'0)\   and   c3b3 = |^(cA-cA. Q'o)\-

We choose a first derived C(L', J^)' such that r/: CiL', Jfw)' -> Q'0 is also sim-

plicial. Then, by (2.14), (n~1iQ), {t)_1(0 n D(p> is a regular neighborhood of

CiL', V') mod C(L', Jfv) in (C(Z/, ̂ V), {/>(/>, V)}). Thus by the lemma,

(C(Z/, ^V*). {-O*0>> P)}) is such a regular neighborhood. Notice also that the

boundary of this regular neighborhood is (C(L', ^V*), {C*(/>; V, V)}).

From the above we see that g(C(L', ^Fv*), {D*ip, V)}) is a regular neighborhood

of C(L', V') x 2 mod C(L', V') x 0 in (C(Z/, F') x [0, 2], {Z>(p, F) x [0, 2]}). There-

fore we may apply Addendum 3.3 of the uniqueness theorem to get a homeomor-

phism gl of (C(Z/, V') x [0, 2], {Dip, V) x [0, 2]}) onto itself such that

If we define gx to be the identity on C(L', F')x [2, 3] then g\g = g2 is a homeo-

morphism which satisfies the claim.

Step II. We now define a homeomorphism h0 of J onto J such that

h0\CiV-L,J')=\ and A„(F) = N(K-L, J*). Since (f uF)<C(f-I,/),

A0 is the identity on (Ä"' u L'). (For the rest of this paragraph let V=hNiK-L, J).)

Hence (/, K, L; hhöx) is a full triangulation of (Z, X, Y) such that

This proves that F is a regular neighborhood of X mod Y in Z.

Let m: [0, 3] -> [0, 3] be a homeomorphism such that w(0) = 0, w(2)=l and

«(3) = 3. Let k = 1 x a: C(L', F') x [0, 3] -> C(L', F') x [0, 3]. Let g be the homeo-

morphism constructed in Step I. Then g~1kg=h1 is a homeomorphism of C(L', ■/F)

gl|C(L', F')x{0,2}

glgC(L', JT*)

gxSD*iP, V)

glgC*iP; V, V)

1,

CiL',     x [1,21

Z>0», F)x[l,2],

Dip, F)xl.

F = Uiö1N(K-L,J*).
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onto itself. Using the properties of g we see that

01.1) h1D(P,J) = D(P,J) for each p< v—l,

(II.2) ÄilCO»; v,J)=l,
(113) h.Dip, v) = C*(P; v, v),

(114) niD(P, W) = D*{P,J).

Let l0=l n n(v-l, v). Then, by (2.10),

jt = n(v-l,J')

- W«0yo*o)- ■ %,yA) I «,^8, < n(v-l,j), y, = 0 => s( = 0}

= U{^0>, ■/)!/> < (K-L)and:

/4 = 0 or /4 = o(oe0) ■ • ■ b(ar) < l'o with <xr < P}

J- = UMC(p; v,J)\p < (F-L)and:

/I = 0 or A = b(a0) ■ ■ ■ b(ar) < l'o with aT < P}

C(l',J^)=(J{D(P,J)\p < (v—l)}

C(l',Jf) = U {C(P; V,J)\P < (v—l)}.

Extend hx to a mapping A2: •Ar -> ^ by stipulating that

A2|[/f* Z)(p,/)] = l^AilO^,/).

By (II.1), h2\AD(p, J) is a homeomorphism of AD(P, J) onto itself. Also

(A0D(p0,J)) n (^iDO»!,/)) = (A n AJD^-Pl,J),

where o0 -pi is the smallest simplex of J containing both p0 and pu and this dual is

understood to be empty if there is no such simplex. Therefore A2 is a well-defined

homeomorphism of Jf with itself. From (II.2) it is clear that

h2\jr = h2\n(v-l,J') = 1.

So A2 extends to a homeomorphism A0 of J which is the identity on C(v—l, J').

It remains only to show that h0(v) = n(K—l, J*).

Suppose that xeJ-v. If h0(x) = x then h0(x) $ n(k-l, J*). If h0(x)^x then

xe [AD(p, W)-AD(p, v)] for some Simplexes A<l0 and 0 ^p<v—l. There-

fore, by (H.3) and (II.4), A0(at) e F4£*(p, 7)-^C*(p; v, F)]. Hence the carrier of

h0(x) in is of the form B = b(a0)- ■ ■ b(aq)b*(Po)b*(Plß1) ■ ■ -b*(prßr), where p<p0

<v—l. Thus B< n(K—l, J*), and we see that, in any case, x$ v implies

h0(x) i n(K-l, J*). Therefore n(K—l, J*)<h0(v).

To prove the opposite inclusion notice that, on the one hand, h0n(K—l, J')

= n(K-l,J') = rl-\ab0b2)<f]-1(ab0b3) = n(K-l,J*). On the other hand, if B

is a simplex of n(K-l, J)' -n(K-l,J') then

B = b(cc0)- ■ ■b(aq)b(aq + 1yq + 1)b(aq + 1ßq + 2yq + 2)- ■ ■ b(aTßryT)

where afiiyi<n(K-l,J) and 0 ¥=yq + 1<n(KR, n(K-l,J)). Let p = aq + 1yq + 1.
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Then p<(V—L) because Vr\L=LR. Thus B<AD(p,V) where A<L'0 and

P < V—L. Hence

h0(B) < A*h0D(P, V)

= A*h0(C\ [D(P,J)-D(p, W)})

= A*C\ [D(P, J) - D*(P, J)],      by (II. 1), (II.4).

Let P denote the closure in the last expression. Now D*(p,J)> D(p,J) n ri_1ß

by the lemma in Step I; so if x e P then -q(x) e ab0b3. Since A <L'R, -q{A) = a. Hence,

by linearity of 77, tj(A * P) < abQb3. Thus

h0(B) < A*P < -q-^ahh) = N(K-L,J*).

Therefore h0(V) = N(K—L,J*). The proof of (6.1c) is complete, q.e.d.

Proof of (6.1b). We assume that (Bdyz V)— Pis locally bicollared in Z and that

there is a stellar triangulation (J,K,L;h) of (P, XR, YR) with hN(K—L,J)

= (Bdyz V) u YR.

Since

(Bdyz P)u YR < Cl((Z-K))u YR,

it follows from the definition of a subpolyhedron that there is a partition

(N(K—L, /))* and a triangulation

(ß, N(K-L,J)*,K0, L0;q)
of

(Cl ((Z- V)) u YR, (Bdyz V) u FB, Cl ((Jf- K)) u YR, Cl ((7- P)) u YR = Y)

such that

q I l/VYtf-P,./)*! =A| |/V(tf-L,/)|
and

|ß| n |/| = q-\<ß&yz V) u FB) = \N(K-L,J)\.

We may assume that each of the subcomplexes mentioned is full in Q.

Extend the partition NiK—L^)* to a partition /„ of J=N(K—L,J) by de-

manding that (aßy)* = ß((ay)#) for all aßy<J. This gives a well-defined triangulation

of 17*1 u |ß| because |/*| n |ß| inherits the same triangulation from7* and from

Q. Let 7X =7* u Q, Kx = u K0 and Lx =L0. Define hx: J1 -> Z by the condition

that Ai|/„=A and h1\Q = q. One checks easily that (71( Ku Lx; hy) is a full tri-

angulation of (Z, X, Y). Also, notice that N(K-L,J)ie=N(K1-L1,J1) and

N(K-L,J)* = N(K1-L1,J1). Therefore V=h1N(K1-L1,J1). Finally,

h^NiK.-L^JJ-L,) = h(N{K-L,J)-L) = (Bdyz F)— F.

Hence NiK^—L^J^—L^ is locally bicollared in Jx. So, since this set lies in the

topological boundary of NiKi—L^J^ — L^ it is locally collared in Ni^—L^J^

and in C^ — Lu 7X). The hypotheses of (6.1c) are satisfied. Therefore V is a

regular neighborhood of X mod F in Z, q.e.d.
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Proof of (6.1a). We are given a stellar triangulation (/, K,L;h) of (V, XR, YR)

such that h(N(K—L, J)—L) is locally collared in V. Let J' and /* be first deriveds

of J chosen as in the proof of (6.1c). Let V1 = N(K—L, J*) and V0 = N(K-L, J').

Clearly VX is a regular neighborhood of XR mod YR in V. The argument for (6.1c),

restricted to N(K—L, J), can be easily modified to yield an isotopy G of V into V

such that G0 = l, C7(|k0 = 1 and G1(V)=V1. Some subdivision (/<,, K0, L0; h) of

(J', K', L'; h) extends to a full triangulation (Ju Ku Lx; «x) of (Z, X, Y). Let

U=h1N(K1-L1,J'1) and let U0 = h1N(K1-L1,J"1). These are both regular neigh-

borhoods of Xmod Y in Z and of YB mod V« in k. Then, by Addendum (3.2)

(which will be proved in the next section, using (6.1c) and (6.1b)) there is an isotopy

F of V onto itself such that F0=l, Ft\U0=l and F1(V1)=U. Thus H=FG is

an isotopy of V into V with the desired properties, q.e.d.

7. Relationships between regular neighborhoods. Suppose that X, Y, ZQ<Z

and X0, Y0<Z0. In this section we answer the following practical questions:

What is the effect on a regular neighborhood of increasing or decreasing the

polyhedron Y1

What are the relationships between two regular neighborhoods of X mod Y in Z

when one contains the other?

When can a regular neighborhood V0, of X n Z0 mod Y n Z0 in Z0, be extended

to a regular neighborhood (k, Fq) of Xmod Y in (Z, Z0)?

What is the relationship between (k, k0) being a regular neighborhood of

X mod Y in (Z, Z0) and V being a regular neighborhood of

(Xu k0)mod(yuBdyZo V0)

inZ?

Given two regular neighborhoods of X0 mod Y0 in Z0, when can an isotopy of

(Z, Z0) be found which takes one onto the other and keeps fixed a crucial sub-

polyhedron of Z?

Proposition 7.1.

(a) If V is a regular neighborhood of X mod Y in Z, P < Z, and (P n V) < Y then

V is a regular neighborhood of X mod (Y u P) in Z.

(b) If V is a regular neighborhood of X mod (Y u P) in Z and if(P n X) < Y then

V is a regular neighborhood of X mod Y in Z.

Proof. In both (a) and (b)

(X- Y) = X-(YuP),

YH = (YvjP)r = (Kn Y) = Vn(YuP),

and

(Bdyz V)-Y= (Bdyz k)-(FuP).

The result then follows in each case because the hypotheses in the stellar neighbor-

hood theorem (6.1b) do not depend on what is happening outside V, q.e.d.
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The analogue of (7.1) for pairs—i.e., for regular neighborhoods (V, V{) of

X mod Y (or of X mod Y u P) in (Z, Zj)— would follow from the stellar neighbor-

hood theorem for pairs. The latter theorem appears to be true by a proof completely

analogous to that of (6.1). Since however we have not developed the theory for

pairs explicitly, we give a direct proof of that special case of (7.1) for pairs which

will be needed in the sequel.

Lemma 7.2. Suppose that K, L<lJ0<iJ and that P is a subpolyhedron of\J\ such

thatPn \N(K-L, J)\ < \L\. Then {N(K—L, J'), N(K-L, J'0)) is a regular neighbor-

hood of K mod (L u P) in (J, J0).

Proof. There is a partition of J such that \L\ u P is the underlying space of a

full subcomplex, say Q, of /„.. By definition the pair (N(K— Q, J'%), N(K— Q, J'0,))

is a regular neighborhood of K mod (L u P) in (/, J0). But this pair is just

(N(K-L,J'*),N(K-L,J'0.))

since P n \N(K—L, J) \ < \L\. By the proof of the uniqueness theorem, there is a

homeomorphism fixed on [Ku C(K—L,J)] which takes this pair onto (N(K—L,J'),

N(K—L, J'0)). The prescribed homeomorphism obviously is fixed on Ku Lkj P.

Therefore (N(K—L, J'), N(K—L, J'0)) is a regular neighborhood of K mod (L u P)

in (/, J0), q.e.d.

Proposition 7.3. If V and V0 are regular neighborhoods of X mod Y in Z and

(F0-7)cIntz Vthen

(a) V is a regular neighborhood of V0 mod Y in Z;

(b) Cl (V— X) is a regular neighborhood of V0 mod (X u Y) in Z.

Proof. To prove (a), let (J, K, L; h) be a full triangulation of (Z, X, Y) exhibiting

Fas a regular neighborhood, V=hN(K-L, J'). Let V1 = hN(K—L, J"). The stellar

neighborhood theorem (6.1b) implies that Pis a regular neighborhood of Vx mod Y

in Z. But (7.1a) implies that V0 and Vx are both regular neighborhoods of

X mod (Cl (Z— V)) u Y. Hence there is a homeomorphism g of Z onto itself such

that g(V)= V, g\ Y= 1 and g{V~i)=V0. Therefore V is a regular neighborhood

of V0 mod Y in Z.

To prove (b), choose a full triangulation (/, K0, L ; h) of (Z, V0, Y) such that

h'\X) and h'\X u Y) underlie full subcomplexes K and K u L of /. By part (a)

there is a homeomorphism g of hN(K0—L,J') onto V such that g\(V0 u P)=L

Thus (J, K0, K(J L, gh) is a full triangulation of (Z, V0, luf) such that

gh(N(K0-L,J')) = V. Therefore

gh(C\ [N(K0-L,J')-K]) = Cl(V-X).

However, Cl [N(K0-L, J')-K] = N(K0-(Kv L),J'). Hence Cl(V-X) is a

regular neighborhood of V0 mod Ä" u Y in Z, q.e.d.
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Remark. Addendum (3.2) follows directly from (7.1), (7.3) and the uniqueness

theorem for regular neighborhoods.

Proposition 7.4. If V0 is a regular neighborhood of X mod Y in Z and V is a

regular neighborhood of V0 mod Y in Z then V is a regular neighborhood of X mod Y

in Z.

Proof. Let U be a regular neighborhood of X mod Y in Z such that U— Y

<=Intz V0. Since (Cl (Z- V)) n t/<(Cl (Z- V)) n V0< 7it follows (3.2) that there

is a homeomorphism g: Z->Z such that g| F= 1, g(F) = V and g(F0) = (/. Hence

the hypothesis implies that V is a regular neighborhood of U mod y in Z. But, by

(7.3), V0 is a regular neighborhood of £/ mod Y in Z. Therefore there is a homeo-

morphism h of Z onto itself such that /i(F0) = Fand n|(t/ u F)==l. Then, since F0

is a regular neighborhood of X mod Y in Z, so is F, q.e.d.

Proposition 7.5. Suppose that U and V are regular neighborhoods of Xmod Y

in Z with (U- F)clntz V. Let Y0=Yn Bdyz V. Then Cl (F— U) is homeomorphic

to the regular neighborhood of (Bdyz F) x 0 mod (Y0 x 0) in (Bdyz V) x /.

Proof. Let Z0 = Fu (Bdyz Fx/) be the disjoint union with the identification

x = (x, 0) if x e Bdyz V. It is obvious from the stellar neighborhood theorem (6.1b)

that U and V are regular neighborhoods of XR mod YR in Z0. Let IF be a regular

neighborhood of V mod YB in Z0. By checking a triangulation in which IF is a

first derived neighborhood of V, one sees that Cl (W— V) is a regular neighborhood

of Bdyz V mod Y0 in (Bdyz F) x /. Thus it suffices to exhibit a homeomorphism of

Z0 onto itself which takes F onto W and i/ onto V.

By (7.3), F is a regular neighborhood of U mod ys in Z0. Hence, by (7.4) W is

such a regular neighborhood. Therefore there is a homeomorphism / of Z0 onto

itself such that/|f/= 1 and f(V)= W. Now [/ and Fare regular neighborhoods of

XR mod (YR u Cl (Z0— IF)) in Z0, by (7.1). Hence there is a homeomorphism g of

Z0 onto itself such that g( W) = IF and g(i/)=F Then g/YT, V)=g(W, U) = (W,V),

q.e.d.

The following lemma is a special case of (7.9) and will be used to prove (7.9).

Lemma 7.6. Suppose that F0 is a regular neighborhood of X mod Y in Z0 where

X, Y<Z0<Z and every triangulation ofZ0 extends to a triangulation ofZ. Then, if

P<Z and(P n Z0) < Y, there is a subpolyhedron VofZ such that (V, F0) is a regular

neighborhood of X mod (Y u P) in (Z, Z0).

Remark. Every triangulation of Z0 extends to one of Z if, for example, Z is a

manifold and Z0 = 8Z. Also (see [A] and [L]) every triangulation extends if (Z, Z0)

is a proper locally unknotted manifold pair or(3) if Z is a manifold and Z0 is a

compact, codimension 3 subpolyhedron in the interior of Z. (In the former case,

C. P. Rourke has given an alternate proof, using block bundle theory, which

(3) The author is grateful to M. A. Armstrong for pointing this out.
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eliminates Armstrong's compactness assumption.) Most generally, E. C. Zeeman

has asserted that every triangulation extends if and only if the intrinsic /-skeleton of

Z0 equals the ambient intrinsic /-skeleton of Z0 in Z, for each integer i. However the

proof of this assertion seems to be in doubt(4). [These comments are just

background. We shall not use the results alluded to above.]

Proof. Choose a full triangulation (J0,K,L;h0) of (Z0, X, Y) such that P0

= h0N{K-L,J'0). By hypothesis there is a triangulation (J, J0, h) of (Z, Z0) such

that h\J0 = h0. We may assume that J0 is full in J. It would suffice to know that

h~\P) n N(J0-L,J)<L. For this implies that h~\P)n N(K-L,J)<L. Then,

taking a first derived J' of J which agrees on J0 with J'0, we could apply (7.2) to

conclude that (N(K—L,J'),N(K—L,J'0)) is a regular neighborhood of

A:mod (L u h~1P) in (J,J0). It would follow that the image (F, F0) of this pair

under h is a regular neighborhood of X mod (F u P) in (Z, Z0).

Unfortunately it might not occur that h~\P) n N(J0—L,J)<L. However,

let J be a first barycentric subdivision of J modulo J0 and let g: J -> J be a homeo-

morphism such that

(1) *|/o=l,

(2) h-\P)ngN(J0-L,J)<L.

Then (J, J0; hg) is a triangulation of (Z, Z0) with all the desired properties. We

shall show that such a homeomorphism g exists.

Notice that \N(J0-L, J)\ = \N(J0—L, J')\ and interpret (2) accordingly.

g is defined to be the identity on J0 u C(J0—L,J). Suppose that g has been

extended inductively over

Jt = J0u C(J0-L, J) u (/-skeleton of J)

so that, for each cr<Jt we have

(a) g(p) = (j,

(b) h~\P) n gN(o n J0-a n L, «r')<L.

We extend g over each simplex T<Ji + 1— /f. Since T<N(J0—L,J)—Ji,T = aßy

where a<L, ß<C(L,J0),y<C(J0, J),ß=£0, and y# 0. By hypothesis

[i-Wnm;,] < |«|.

By inductive assumption

h-\P)r\gN(f n/o-t ni, P) = h~x(P) n gN(aß-a, P) < |«|.

Let gj be a homeomorphism of r onto t, fixed on f, which takes

Z>(t) *g7V(ai8-«, P) = (\bW*g\f)(N(aß-a, r'))

onto a regular neighborhood IF of gN(aß — a, P) mod [/z-1(P) u gC(aß—a, ¥)]

in r. This is possible because, on the one hand, Z>(t) * gN(aß — a, P) is a regular

(4) A proof of this in the compact case has now appeared in E. Akin's thesis, Manifold phenom-

ena in the theory of polyhedra, Princeton Univ., Princeton, N. J., 1968.
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neighborhood of gN(aß — a, f') mod gC(aß — a, f') by the stellar neighborhood

theorem. On the other hand W is such a regular neighborhood because

\h~\P) ngN(aß-a, f')] < H < gC(aß-a, f')

and we may apply (7.1). Notice that gx\f = 1 and W n h~1(P)< \a\.

Now we extend g over each r<Ji + 1— Jt by defining

g\r = gi ° (lo(o) * dis-

continuing in this way we define g on all of J. It is easy to see that g has properties

(1) and (2), q.e.d.

Proposition 7.7. Suppose that V0 and W0 are regular neighborhoods of X mod Y

in Z0, where X, Y<Z0<Z and every triangulation ofZ0 extends to a triangulation

of Z. Then, if P<Z and (PnZ0)<(A'u Y), there is an isotopy Ht:(Z,Z0)-+

(Z, Z0) such that

(1) H0=\;Ht\(XKJ Fu/>)=1 (0=/^l).

(2) H1(V0)=W0.

Proof. Let U0 be a regular neighborhood of Xmod Y in Z0 such that (U0 — Y)

c [intZo (K0) n IntZo (W0)]. Then Cl (V0- X) and C\(W0- X) are regular neighbor-

hoods of t/0mod(A'u Y) in Z0, using (7.3). Because (PnZ0)<(A'u Y), the

preceding lemma implies that there exist V and W such that (K, F0) and (W, W0)

are regular neighborhoods of U0 mod (lu Y u P) in (Z, Z0). Therefore there is an

isotopy Ht of (Z,Z„) onto (Z,Z0) such that 7/0 = l, ^K^u YuP) = \ and

/Y^Cl (F0 - X)) = Cl (1V0 - X). Then

Wo) = #,(C1 (K0-A-)) u XB = Cl (W0- X) u XB = W0, q.e.d.

There are important situations (some of which arise in §9) where we wish to

know the conclusion of (7.7) but do not know that every triangulation of Z0

extends to one of Z. One such circumstance is covered by

Proposition 7.8. Suppose that V0 and W0 are regular neighborhoods of X mod Y

in Z0 where X, Y<Z0<Z. Suppose further that P<Z, (Z—P) is a manifold, (Z0 — P)

is an open subset of d(Z—P), and (P n Z0)<(X u Y). Then there is a homeomor-

phism G: (Z, Z0) -> (Z, Z0) such that G\(X*J YuP)=l and G(V0) = W0.

Remark. As in (7.7) the homeomorphism we construct is isotopic to the identity.

Proof. Let g: Z0->Z0 be a homeomorphism fixed on (X u Y) such that

g{Vo)=W0. We may assume, by (3.4), that g=gig2-■ gq where each gs is an

(n— l)-move relative to (X u Y). For a given gs, let {Q?'1} be the family of balls

with disjoint interiors on which g, is supported, where

(Qf-'riP) < (Qrlr^(XKJ Y)) < BQf1.

By the definition of a move we may choose a single triangulation of Z0—and then

one of Z—in which P, X, Y, and all the Ö?-1 are subcomplexes. Let U be a
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relative second derived neighborhood of IJ ßf-1 mod (P u |J dßf-1) in Z.

Then U=(J ßf where ßf is a regular neighborhood of gf-1 mod (P u Sßf"1)

in Z. By construction ßf and ß£ have disjoint interiors if i^k.

We claim that ßf is an «-ball. For, let Z1=Z u rß?"1. Then Int ß?"1 is locally

bicollared in Zl since (Z0-P) is an open subset of d(Z—P). Hence it follows from

the stellar neighborhood theorem and (7.4) that t'ßf"1 and (vQf1 u ßf) are

regular neighborhoods of v(BQ1>_1) mod (ßßf-1) in Zx. But the closure of the

difference of these regular neighborhoods is precisely ßf. Thus (7.5) implies that ßf

is homeomorphic to a regular neighborhood of (on"1 x 0) mod (&n'1 x 0) in

an~1xl. (Here we are using the fact that BdyZl (ßf u vQf "O-Bdy^ (ußf-1) =

Qf-1~on'1.) But, choosing a triangulation of (an_1x/) in which <7 = (an-1x0)

is a simplex whose link is the vertex w, we have N(<j-ö, (axI)') = b(wa)a'. Thus

ßf is an n-ball.

Now ßf _1 is a face of ßf and g;|ßf-1 is a homeomorphism of ßf _1 onto itself

which is the identity on dßf-1. Hence g,|ßf-1 extends to a homeomorphism

Gj- Qi~> Qa such that gy|(8ß?-ß?-1)=l. This defines C7; on (J ßf, and we

extend Gt to all of Z by defining C7;|(Z-U) = 1. The homeomorphism 0 = 0^2

■ ■ ■ Gv has the desired properties, q.e.d.

Proposition 7.9. Assume that X, Y, Z0<Z and that F0 is a regular neighborhood

of X r\Z0 mod fnZ0 ;« Z0. either, (a) e^erj triangulation of Z0 extends to a

triangulation of Z, or (b) Z-(A"u F) is a manifold and Z0-(Xu F) is an open

subset of its boundary, then there is a polyhedron V<Z such that (F, F0) is a regular

neighborhood of X mod F in (Z, Z0).

Proof. Let (PF, PF0) be any regular neighborhood of X mod F in (Z, Z0). By

(7.7) or (7.8) there is a homeomorphism /i of (Z, Z0) onto itself such that h\(Xvi Y)

= 1 and h(W0)= V0. Set V=h(W), q.e.d.

Proposition 7.10. Suppose that X, Y,Z0<Z. Then

(a) //"(F, V0) is a regular neighborhood of X mod F in (Z, Z0) r/ie« F is a regular

neighborhood of (lu F0) mod (Fu F0) i« Z. (Here F0 = BdyZo F0.)

(b) F0 is a regular neighborhood of (X n Z0) mod (F n Z0) in Z0 tvA/c/i

extends to some regular neighborhood ( W, F0) of X mod F in (Z, Z0),;/(FnZ0) — F

= F0 - Y, and if V is a regular neighborhood of (X u F0) mod (fu F0) in Z then

(F, F0) is a regular neighborhood of X mod F    (Z, Z0).

Remark. The hypothesis of (b) can sometimes be verified using (7.9).

Proof of (a). Let X, = (Xu V0) and F1 = (Fu F0). Then F is a topological

neighborhood of (Ä^— Fi) and (Fn F1) = (F1)fi. Choose a full triangulation

(7,70, A-,L; h) of (Z,Z0, F) such that (V, V0) = h(N(K—L, J'), N(K-L,J'0)).

Set K1 = K' u N(K—L, J'0) and £!=£' u N(K—L, J'0). Then (except for a techni-

cality which we explain below), (J', Kx, Lx ; h) is a full triangulation of (Z, Ar1, Fj)

such that

V = hN(K-L,J') = hN^-L^J')   and   N(K-L,J') = N^-L^J').
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The last equation can be used to prove that N^K^—L^J')—^ is locally collared

in N(Ky —Lu J') and in C(KX — Lu J'). Therefore we may apply the stellar neighbor-

hood theorem (6.1c) and conclude that Kis a regular neighborhood of Xx mod Yx

in Z.

The assertions made in the preceding paragraph can be verified in a straight-

forward manner, except for the claim that is full in J'. This is not true in general

but is true if

(*): L n N(K—L, J0) < {J0 n L)R = [Cl (J0 n K-J0 n L)] n L.

Suppose that (J, J0, K,L;g) is any full triangulation of (Z, Z0, X, Y). Let g be a

homeomorphism of (Z, Z0) fixed on X u Y and carrying

(gN(K-L,J'),gN(K-L,J'0))

onto (V, V0). Then, by choosing (J, JQ, K,L;h) = (J', J'0, K',L'; gg) at the outset,

we can insure that (*) is satisfied.

Proof of (b). Part (a) implies that W is a regular neighborhood of

(X u VQ) mod (fu V0) in Z. By hypothesis V is also such a regular neighborhood.

In fact, by (7.1), (2.13), and the assumption that [(KnZ0)- Y] = [V0- Y], these

are regular neighborhoods of (X u V0) mod (Y u (Cl (Z0 - K0))) in Z. Thus there is

a homeomorphism h:Z^Z such that A|(Z0 u lu F)=l and //(W/)= V. Hence

(F, F0) is a regular neighborhood of A" mod Y in (Z, Z„), q.e.d.

8. Collapsibility and collapsible retractions.

Definition. Suppose that Y<X<Z. Then we write Z\X(mod Y) if there

exists a finite sequence Z=Z0>Z1>Z2> ■ • ■ >Zq = X such that

(i) Zj=Zi + 1 u Bi where B{ is an (w,)-ball, ni>0.

(ii) Fi = (Bi n Zj + 1) is an («j- l)-face of 5t.

(iii) (f,n y)<eFf.

Definition. If F< A'<Z then />: Z -> X is a collapsible retraction, mod 7, o/Z

onro X i/

(i) ^ is a retraction of Z onto A".

(ii) p~l(x) is a compact collapsible polyhedron, for each x in X.

(m)p-\Y)=Y.

The purpose of this section is to prove

Theorem 8.1. If Y < X <Z is a triple of compact polyhedra then Z \ X (mod Y)

if and only if there is a collapsible retraction mod YofZ onto X.

In the light of (5.1) this theorem implies

Corollary 8.2. If V is compact and V is a regular neighborhood of X mod Y

in Z then V\XR (mod YB).

Remark. At the end of this section we discuss the appropriate generalization of

(8.1) to noncompact triples. The importance of collapsing relative to YR is indicated

by Theorem 9.1 and the example given in [T].
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Lemma 8.3. IfZ\X and Dn is an n-ball then

(Z x Dn) \ (Z x 8Dn) u(Ix Dn).

Proof. Let Z=Z0 \ • • •\Z, = X be a sequence of elementary collapses.

Suppose that

(Z x Dn) \ (Z x 8Dn) U (Z, x £>») = [(Z x 0Z>») u(Zj + 1x Dn)] U (5, x Dn)

where Zt=Zi + 1 u     (5; n Zi + 1) = Fj and Gi = Cl (dBi-Ft). Notice that

[(Z x a£»n) u (Zj +! x Dn)] n (5; x £>») = (B{ x 8Dn) u (F{ x Z)*)

= Cl [8(Bi x D") - (G, x £>")], a face of B, x Z)\

Thus (Zx D")\(Zx 3Dn) u (Zj + 1 x Dn). The proof now proceeds by induction

on the number of collapses, q.e.d.

Lemma 8.4. IfJ and K are finite simplicial complexes such that J\K and if a is a

simplex, then aJ\&J u oK (mod a).

The proof is similar to the proof of (8.3).

Lemma 8.5. If V is compact and is a regular neighborhood of Xmod Y in Z then

V\XR.

Proof. Let (J, K, L; h) be a full triangulation of (Z, X, Y) with V=hN(K-L,J').

Then N(K—L, J') = N(KB, N(K-L, J')). If A is a simplex of N(KR, N(K—L, J')),

then A = b(o0)- ■ b(ar) where ai = aßiyi, as usual, and ß0=/= 0 /y0. Hence (see 2.10)

Lk (A, N(K—L, J')) r\K'R = (a0ß0)' \ 0.

By Theorem 2 of [W], N(K—L, J')\ K'R, q.e.d.

Proof of the sufficiency in Theorem 8.1. We assume that Y<X<Z and that

p:Z^> A" is a collapsible retraction mod Y. We proceed by induction on q = dimen-

sion Y.

Suppose that Y is empty (q= — 1). Choose a triangulation (/, K) of (Z, A-) (we

suppress the triangulating homeomorphism) such that p:J->K is simplicial.

Choose first and second deriveds such that p:J'^K' and p:J"^K" are also

simplicial. Let a be a principal simplex of K. We shall show that /?-1(CT)

\ a u p~1(6). Repeated application of this result then yields a collapse of J onto K.

Let a0 = N(b(o), a"). Let C denote the collar N(ö",a") and let Cna0 = d0.

Notice first that

(P ' K°o), P ' 'Oo), °o) - ("ox?" ^(o-), <jo x />" ^(o-). °o x *(°-)),

using the well-known fact that a simplicial mapping is a product on the inverse

image of the interior of a top dimensional simplex of the range. Therefore we

may apply (8.3) and conclude that p'1(cr0)\ (/»_1(ö-0) u a0). Now notice that
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(p~1C, C) = (N(p-1(v)",p-\o)"), C) is a regular neighborhood of p~\i) in

(p'\a), a). Hence, by (7.10),p'^C) is a regular neighborhood of

(p - 1(ä) u C) mod <x0   in p ' J(a).

Therefore, by (8.5), /''1(C)\/7"1(ct) u C. Putting these steps together we have

p-1(°)=p-K°o)vp-1(C), [p-\o0)np-\C)=p-\a0)]

\a0up-\C),     [o0np-\C) = d0]

\ a0 u (C u /i-1*)

= ct u />_1ct.

Suppose now that q = 0 and the theorem is known for integers less than q. Let

(/, K, L) be a triangulation of (Z, A, y) such that p:J^K and />: 7' -> K' are

simplicial. The hypotheses thatp'1L = L implies (2.15) thatp-^iL', K') = N(L',J')

and that p'1 Lk (A, K') = Lk (A, J'), for each simplex A<L'. Denote I(A, S)

= Lk {A, S') n N(L', S'). Then /»|/(^,y) is a collapsible retraction onto I(A, K).

So, using the result for q= -1,1(A, J)\ I(A, K). Therefore (8.4) implies that

AI(A, J)\ AI(A, K) u Al(A,J), (mod A). Moreover, if A and B are g-simplexes

of L' then [AI(A, J) n 5/(5, 7)] < [Al(A, J) n 5/(5,7)] so that the collapses of

AI(A, J) and 5/(5, /) do not affect one another. Performing this collapse for each

^-simplex A <L' we have

/' = C(L', J') u N(L', J') = C(L', /') u (J {^/(^, 7) M < L'}

\ C(L', 7') ufuU {AI(A, J)\A < L', dim ̂  < q} (mod £/)

= K' u /r^CfX', A') u (J {AI(A, K)\A < L', dim A < q}]

\ K' (mod L'), by induction hypothesis.

This completes the proof of the sufficiency in Theorem 8.1.

Lemma 8.6. The composition of collapsible retractions is a collapsible retraction.

Proof. Suppose that px: X -> X1 and p2: X1 -> X2 are collapsible retractions

and that x e X2. Then

(p2Pi)_1(*) = Pi1(Pä1x) \ Ph~\x) \ x.

The first collapse comes from the assumption on p1 and the sufficiency in (8.1). The

second collapse comes from the assumption on p2, q.e.d.

Proof of the necessity in (8.1). Assume that Z\A(mod Y). Thus Z=Z0

> • ■ ■ >Zq = X where Zi=Zi + 1u5i and BinZi + 1 = Fi. Define the retraction

Z(->Z,+1 as follows. Triangulate &Ft. Triangulate Pf as v0(8Fx) and triangulate

5; as p0i;1(8P(). Then pt is defined to be the identity on Zi + 1 and p{ is defined on

5 as the simplicial mapping such that /^(tWi) — fo- Notice that pr1(dFi) = 8Fi and

/>f H*) is a point or an arc for each x eZj + 1. Thenp=pq-i - ■ p0 is a retraction of

Z onto X Point inverses are collapsible by (8.6). The fact that (fn Pi)<SPi

implies that noever brings a point outside of yinto Y. Hencep'1(Y) = Y, q.e.d.
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Remark. Theorem 8.1 asserts the equivalence, in the compact case, of the

existence of a collapse X \ Y (mod Z) and the existence of a collapsible retraction,

mod Y, of Z onto X. It is the latter notion which we choose to emphasize in the

general case. Notice however that the proof of (8.1) gives us the following in-

formation: If a given infinite collapsing process(5) induces a well-defined retraction

p such that, for each x,p\p'1(x) is the composition of finitely many collapsible

retractions then p is a collapsible retraction. On the other hand, if there is a col-

lapsible retraction mod Y" of Z onto Xn then there is a composition of n+q+2

"collapses" taking Z onto X, where a "collapse" consists of countably many

disjoint, simultaneous finite collapses relative to Y.

9. Regular neighborhoods via collapsibility. The purpose of this section is to

prove

Theorem 9.1. If X, Y, V<M and

(1) M—(Xkj Y) is an n-manifold,

(2) V is a topological neighborhood of X—Y in M,

(3) Vn Y=YR,

(4) V— X is an n-manifold,

(5) there is a collapsible retraction, mod YR, of V onto XR, then

(a) there are regular neighborhoods U and UQ of X mod Y in M, contained in V,

and there is an isotopy H of V into itself such that H\(VxO) u (C/0x/)=l and

H1(V)=U,

(b) if M—(XV Y) is a manifold without boundary then V is a regular neighbor-

hood of X mod Y in M,

(c) ifM is actually a manifold and if Cl [(Kn 8M) — Y] is a regular neighborhood

of (X n 8M) mod (Y n 8M) in 8M then V is a regular neighborhood of Xmod Y

in M.

Remark. One can combine (9.1), (7.10) and (7.9) to get the following program for

recognizing regular neighborhoods in polyhedra via collapsibility. If Z is an n-

dimensional polyhedron let Zx denote the set of points of Z whose links are not

(«—l)-spheres (i.e. the intrinsic (n— l)-skeleton of Z). If X, Y, V<Z let Vy

= C1 [(VnZy)- Y]. Then, by (7.10b), V is a regular neighborhood of Imod Y

in Z if (a) Vx is a regular neighborhood of (X n Z^ mod (fn Zx) in Zu (b) Vy

extends to some regular neighborhood of X mod Y in (Z, Zj), and (c) V is a

regular neighborhood of (X u V{) mod Y u Cl (Zx - in Z. Since (Z-Zj) is an

h-manifold without boundary, condition (c) can be checked using (9.1b). Condition

(b) is not always satisfied. One has to verify it directly or, if possible, apply (7.9).

Condition (a) is just the recognition problem in lower dimension. Proceed in-

ductively^).

(5) E.g. the process of trace-finite collapse considered in [S].

(6) Since this was written J. Stallings [Notes on polyhedral topology, Tata Institute, 1967]

and E. Akin (loc. cit.) have carried through similar but more efficient programs for compact

polyhedra.
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Example. The importance of condition (b) in the above remark is illustrated in

the simple situation where Z = (R2 x 0) u ([0, 2] x 0 x [0, 10]) <P3, *={(1, 0,0)},

y=0,and F=([0,2]x0x[0,5])u([-l,3]x[-l, l]x0). An example where

(c) fails was given in (5.5).

Convention. If Z is an arbitrary ^-dimensional polyhedron then dZ denotes the

subpolyhedron consisting of points of Z whose links are not (q — l)-spheres (i.e. the

intrinsic (q— l)-skeleton of Z. Notice that 'cZ underlies a subcomplex of any trian-

gulation of Z.

Preliminaries to proving (9.1a). Let (J, K, L; h) be a triangulation of (v, xr, yr)

such that h'1ph: J-> K is simplicial. To simplify the notation we write p = h'1ph,

when no confusion can occur. Choose a first derived J' such that p: J' —> K' is also

simplicial. The proofs given to derive the basic facts about dual cells when J is a

manifold (see §5 of [C]) apply almost verbatim here, where J—K is a manifold

and the symbol "8" has the broadened meaning given above. Thus, if <j is an

/'-simplex of K—L, we know

(A) D(a, p)- D(o, K) is an («-/)-manifold (possibly empty).

(B) dD(a, p) = D(c, p) u D(cr, p\8J).

(C) b(a,p)-D{a, K) and D(a,p\8J)-D(a, K) are (n-i- l)-manifolds.

(One or both may be empty.)

Analogous statements hold for D(a, J), D(a, J) and D(a, 8J).

The idea of the proof of (a) is to retriangulate |/| as a stellar neighborhood of

K' mod L'. First we use the fact that p is a collapsible retraction to triangulate each

dual cell D(a,p), a<K—L, as a cone which stretches from the subcone D(a, K)

out to 8J. This yields a new triangulation of |C(P', J')\. Then we use the hypothesis

that p'1L=L to extend this triangulation over \N(L', J')\. The crux of the first part

is given by

Lemma 9.2. If, in the above situation, <j<K—L then there is a homeomorphism

f: (vC(b(o), 8D(a,p)), vD(a, K)) -> (D(a,p), D{a, K))

such that

(i) f\C(b(a), bD(a,p))=\,

(ii) f(v) = b(c) andf\vD(o, K) = (f\v) * 1^.K) (see Figure 3).

Remark. b(a) <8 D(a, p) o a <8J'. If a < Sythen

C(b(a), 8D(a, p)) = 8D(<j, p).

Similar assertions hold for 8D(a, J).

Proof of the lemma. Since p\D(a,p) is a collapsible retraction of D{p,p) onto

D(a, K) it follows (8.1) that D(<r,p)\ D(a, K). We subdivide to get a simplicial

collapse and then apply Whitehead's shelling procedure [W, Theorem 23n]

to conclude that D(a, p) is homeomorphic, keeping D(a, K) fixed, to a regular

neighborhood of D(a, K) in D(a,p). (Whitehead's procedure works because
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A schematic diagram of   D(a, p)

Figure 3

[D(a, p) — D(a, K)] is a manifold. This procedure only involves the subtracting away

of balls which are stars of barycenters of Simplexes deleted during the simplicial

collapse. Hence it does not matter whether D(a, p) is a manifold along D(a, K).)

We claim that D(p, J) is also homeomorphic, keeping D(a, K) fixed, to a regular

neighborhood of D(a, K) in D(a, p). For one checks easily that

D(a,J) = N(D(o, K), D(c,p)) = N(D(a, K), D(a,J))

and

N(D(c, K), D(a,p)) = N(D(a, K), D(a,J))

< [D(p,J)-D(a,K)]

< [dD(<j,J)-D(o, K)].

But N(D(a, K), D(a, J)) is a manifold by (5.4), being simplicially isomorphic to

C(Lk (a, K)', Lk (er, J)'). Thus it is a codimension zero submanifold of [8D(o, J)

- D(o, K)] and so is locally collared in [D(a, J) - D(a, K)]. The claim follows from

the stellar neighborhood theorem (6.1a).

Invoking the uniqueness of regular neighborhoods, there is a homeomorphism

f0: D(a, />)-> D(a,J) such that f0\D(cr, K)=l. We shall modify f0 to get a homeo-

morphism which also takes C(b(a), 8D(a, p)) onto C(b(c), 8D(a, J)).
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Notice that

D(a, K) n 8D(a,p) = D(a, K) n [D(a,p) u D(a,p\8J)]

= D(a, K) n [p-1D(c, K) u (p-'Dio, K) n dj)]

= D(a, K) u (D(a, K) n 07)

= b(a, K) u z)(a, k n ay).

Similarly

/J(ff, K) n az>(cr, 7) = Z)(cr, /C) u £>(cr, A n 07).

We claim that N(b(a), 8D(a, p)) = Na is a regular neighborhood of

D{a, K n 8J) mod Z>0, A)

in 8D(a, p). For the complex D(a, K n 37) is a subcone of A', and it is easy to see

that

D(c, Kr\8J)r\ D(a, K) = D(a, Kn8J)n N„,

N, = N(D(c, K n 8J)-D(o, K), 8D(c, p)).

Further, [Na — D(a, K)] is locally collared in the cone Na and so, as a codimension

one submanifold of the open manifold [8D(a, p) — D(a, K)], is also locally collared

in C(b(o), 8D(a, p)). Thus the claim follows from the stellar neighborhood theorem

(6.1c). Similarly N(b(o), 8D(a,J)) is a regular neighborhood of

D(o, K n 8J) mod D(a, K)   in 8D(a, J).

But f0\D(a, K)=l. Thus the preceding paragraph tells us that f0N(b(o), 8D(a, p))

and N(b(a), 8B(a, 7)) are each regular neighborhoods of D(cr, K n 8J) mod D(a,K)

in 8D(a, J). Since D(c, K n 8J) u D(a, K) = D(o, K) n cZ)(a, 7) it follows from

(7.8) that there is a homeomorphism /i of Z)(ct, 7) onto itself such that

/i|Z)(o-, k) = 1

and

AfoN(b(a), 8D(a,p)) = N(b(c), 8D(a,J)).

The homeomorphism/2=/i/0 of D(a, p) onto D(a,J) takes C(Z>(cr), 8D(a,p)) onto

C(o(cr), SZ)(o-, 7)) and is the identity on £>(o-, K).

Since £>(ct, J) = b(a)D(a, J) = b(o)C(b{a), 8D(a, 7)) is a cone with D(a, K) as a

subcone, D(a,p) is, piecewise linearly, also such a cone. Explicitly, define

/: (vC(b(c), 8D(a, p)), vD(c, K)) -> (/>(<,, p), 77(cr, A))

by setting/(r) = o(o-) and defining

f-fi1 ° [(/» * Oil<:(%), 8D(<7,/»)))].

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Proof of (9.1a). Let L and Q be joinable complexes and let C be joinable with

I* Q, where 1^7', Q^C(L',K') and C^C(K',8J'). Every simplex of A'is of the
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form AB where A<L' and B<C(L', A"), so A" is naturally isomorphic to a sub-

complex K<L * Q. Let/: Au C-> A" u C(A', r./')beasirnplicial isomorphism such

that/(Ä) = A' and/(L)=L'. In general, if S < A' we set S=/" We shall construct

a subcomplex J<K* C and a homeomorphism g:J ->J' such that (7, A, 7; //g)

is a stellar triangulation of (V, XR, YR) and hg(N(K—L,J)—L) is locally collared

in K Then (9.1a) will follow from the stellar neighborhood theorem.

Let ./,</' (- 1 ̂ /^9=dim (A-L)) be given by

7, = K' U C(A', a/') u U {Z)(^,/7)|aJ < K—L,j ä 9-/}.

Notice that/a = A' u C(L',/') because

C{L',J') = p~1C(L', A'),   by (2.14)

= p"1 u {7_)(a, A)|(t < A-L}

= \J{D(c,p)\a < A-L}.

Then (7_i, g_0 = (A u C,/) is a triangulation of 7_x. Proceeding inductively

assume that a complex /, < A * C and a homeomorphism g; have been chosen for

each j< i (i^q) so that

(i) (J„ gj) is a triangulation of J,.

(ii) If /r<7 then Jk<Jj and gJC=gJ|Jfc.

(iii) If a=a"~' < K—L then g/" l7J>(or, /?) is a subcomplex of 7;—denoted D{a,p)—

such that every principal simplex of D(a, p) is the join of a nonempty simplex in

D(a, A) and a simplex in C.

In order to extend (/j-i, g(_i) to a triangulation which covers each D(a"'\p),

notice (writing a=a,_i) that

D(c,p)r\Ji_1 = D(o, A) u [D{a,p) n C(A', 37')] u D{a,p)

= D(o, K) u [/)(>,/>) n C(A', 37')] u [D(a,p) u £(<r,/>|07)]

= Z)(a, A) u 7>(<7,/>) u D(a,p\8J)

u (Z>(r)- • -Ä(^)|a < p(t), t « A, <A < 8J}

= D(a, A) u 7>(a,/>) u C(A(a), Z>(<7, p|37))

= D(a, A) u C(A(a), £>(<*>/>) u D{a,p\8J))

= D(*,K)v C(b(o), 8D(a,p)).

Because C{b{a),cD(a,p)) is the union of the last two summands of the first

equation, we see from (i)-(iii) that its inverse image underlies a subcomplex—

call it T—of />_!. Also from the first equation, fn K=gfJ1D(o, A), so that

b((j)T< D(a, K) * (T n C) is a subcomplex of K * C. We claim that (5(g)T) n 7,_i

= D(<t, A) u T. This is because any simplex of 7j_i which meets both C and A lies

in some D(t, p), where dim r>i, and thus, by (iii), cannot contain b(u). We define

D(a, p) = b(a)T. We extend gj_! to gi: D(a,p) -*■ D(a,p) by stipulating that

gi\b{c)T =fo(k*(gi.,\T))>
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where k(b(o)) = v and /: vC(b(a), 8D(a,p)) -> D(a,p) is the homeomorphism given

by the preceding lemma. Doing this for all a = aq~{ < K—L we get a triangulation

(Ju gd of Jt satisfying (i)-(iii).

The pair (Jq, gQ) constructed by this process is a new triangulation of

\K' u C(L',J')\. We proceed to extend this over \N(L',J')\. Let us denote

■S = {(A, a) j 0 ^ A = b(a0)- ■ -b{aq) < L', aq < a, <j < K-L).
Then

N(L', K') = U {AIH?, K) I (A, a) e S}

N(L',J')=p-1N(L',K'),  by (2.14)

= \J{AD{o,p) I (A,a)eS}.
Define J<K* C by

J= \J{ÄD(c,p) I (A,c)eS}\Jjq.

Since AD(a,p)<A * D(a, A") * (Z)(cr,/?) n C), J is a subcomplex of A*C. If

(/4, a) e 5 and t < K—L then (J2)(ct, p)) n /5(T, p) = [/j(o-, p) n 5(t, p)] = D(a■ t, p)

where <j t is the smallest simplex of A" containing both a and t and Z)(o- t)= 0 if

there is no such simplex. Thus

N(L, J) = (J {J/3(a, p) I 04, a) e S},

A>(7:, J) = U {W?, P)\1A3 (A, a) e 5},

N(L, J)nJq = N(L, J) u A(L, Ä).

Define g.J^J' by the conditions that

g| Jq = ft,   g| J5(a, p) = (g, I J) * (g, 15(a, p))   if (A,a)e S.

Then g is a well-defined homeomorphism and (J,K,L;g) is a triangulation of

cm 1*1, |£'D.
Clearly L<\ K <\J. Also J = N(K - L, J) because every principal simplex of/is of

the form AB where A<L(A may be empty) and B is a principal simplex of D(a, p)

for some a<K—L. Thus by (iii), B n {K-L)j= 0.

Finally N(K—L,J)-L is locally collared in J. For, we claim that

g(N(K-L,J)—L) = C(K'—L',dJ')-L'. The latter complex is locally collared in

the manifold J' — (K' u L') since, by (5.4) it is an («- l)-dimensional submanifold

of 8(J' — {K' u L')). To verify the claim, suppose that F is a simplex of

N(K—L,J)—L. Then F=AB where ^<L (possibly A is empty) and B<D(o,p)

for some a<K-L. Actually B<D(a,p) n C since Fn (Ä"-Z)= 0. But g|C is a

simplicial isomorphism. Hence g(S) is a simplex of C(K\8J') n D{a,p) and

g(F) = /l * g(Zf) is a simplex of J". In fact g(F)< 3/' because A<8J', g(B)<8J' and

3/' is full in /'. [Proof that A<8J'\ Let L = Lk(A,J'). Then 0^g(B)<Ln

C{K', 8J'). Thusp|LV 1. Butp\L is a retraction and L\pL. So L is not a sphere.]

Therefore g(F)<8J', g(F)<L' since F<tL, and g(F) n (K'-L')=g(Fn (K-L))

= 0. This proves that g(F)<C(K'-L', 8J')-L'. The opposite inclusion is proven

in a similar manner.
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We apply the stellar neighborhood theorem to the triangulation (J, K, L; hg) of

(V, XR, YR). The proof of part (a) is complete.

Proof of (9.1b). We assume that M—(X u Y) is a manifold without boundary.

Hence, by invariance of domain and assumptions (2)-(4),

o(V-X) = BdyM_(Xuy)(K— X) = BdyM_x(K— X) = (BdyM V) — Y.

Therefore (BdyM V)— Y is locally bicollared in M and

8(V-X)KJ YR = (BdyM K)u YR.

Let Wbe a regular neighborhood of X mod Pin M. Arguing as above,

8(W-X)u YR = (BdyM W) u YR.

By (9.1a) there exists a homeomorphism f: V-> W such that f\XR=l. Clearly

f(c(V— X)) = c(W— X). If (/, K, L\h) is a stellar triangulation of (IP, XR, YR) in

which hN(K-L,J) = (BdyM W) u YR then (7, A", L;/_1A) is an analogous

triangulation of (F, A"s, FB). The result now follows from the stellar neighborhood

theorem (6.1b).

Proof of (9.1c). We now assume hypotheses (2)-(5) of (9.1) and also that M is a

manifold and that K^Cl [(fn 8M)— Y] is a regular neighborhood of

(X n 8M) mod (Y n 8M)

in 8M. Let IP be a regular neighborhood of X mod P in M. We denote

X = Cl [(Xn8M)-(Yn8M)] = (X n 8M)R,

Y1 = X1 n (fnaM) = (Yn8M)R,

W1 = Cl [(IPn 8M) — Y].

By part (a) there is a homeomorphism /: V^* W such that f\XR=\. Clearly

f(8V) = 8W (where, as before, SP and SIP denote the intrinsic («—l)-skeletons of

V and IP). We shall modify / to get a new homeomorphism which also takes V1

onto IPj.

We claim that V± is a regular neighborhood of A\ mod (Y n SP) in SP. For,

since Fj is a regular neighborhood of (A n SA/) mod (F n SM) in SAf, there is a

stellar triangulation (7, K,L;h) of

(F^A-i, Fx) = (F1,Cl(A1-(FnSF)),Cl(A1-(FnSP))n(FnSF))

such that hN(K-L,J) = (BdySM Fj) u F1 = (Bdyay Fj) u Fj. [The last equality

follows from invariance of domain since it is equivalent to the assertion that

(lntgM F1)-F1 = (Int8F V1)-Y1

where 8M and (SF)— Fare (n— l)-manifolds without boundary and Fj n F= F^]

Thus the claim follows from the stellar neighborhood theorem (6.1b) once we

know that (Bdygv Fx) — (Fn 8V) is locally bicollared in SF. This is true because
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the latter set is just Bdy<gV)_y (Vi — Y) where V1— Y is an (n — l)-manifold in the

open («— l)-manifold (8 V)— Y.

The argument above also applies to Wx (see (2.13)). Thusf(Vx) and Wx are both

regular neighborhoods of Xx mod (Y n 8 W) in 8W. But (XBnW) =

A\ u (fn cW) and (H7— XR) is an /j-manifold with (8VV— XB) as an open subset

of its boundary. Hence, by (7.8) there is a homeomorphism G: W -> W such that

G\XB=\ and Gf(Vi)= Wx. Let h = Gf.
Since h(V1)=W1 it follows that h(V, V n 8M) = (W, W n 8M). Thus, by

invariance of domain,

«((BdyM V) u rB) = (BdyM W) u yB.

Let (/, A", L; «0) be a stellar triangulation of (W, XR, YB) such that h0N(K—L, J)

= (BdyM W) u ys. Then (7, 7C,L; n"1^) is such a triangulation of (K, XR, YR).

Since (BdyM K)— y=BdyM_y (V— Y), and since (V-Y) is an n-dimensional

submanifold of (M— Y) meeting 8(M— Y) in an (n— l)-dimensional submanifold,

we know that (BdyM V)—Y is locally bicollared in M. Hence, by the stellar

neighborhood theorem, V is a regular neighborhood of X mod Y in M, q.e.d.
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